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PREFACE 

IN our system of government the most important acts 
of administration of national affairs are carried out in 
the name of the Crown, laws are made by the Crown 
in Parliament, and justice is administered on behalf of 
the . Crown. The King personally, it is clear, is and 
can be conce;-ned on~ with certain aspects of these 
manifold activities, and it is the aim of this little hook 
to deal with those aspects of our governmental system 
in which royal action is effectively brought into play, 
and to indicate those spheres in which his powers may be 
said definitely to be delegated for other authorities to 
exercise. We must speak, therefore, of the title to the 
throne, the royal accession . and. coronation, the·.· pro
vision made in event or royal incapacity, the status and 
rights of the 'royal family, the relation of the King to 
his, Cabinet, his influence on governr!lental policy, his 
pad in. legislation, his relations to the Houses of Parlia
ment, and his essential fLmction as guardian of the 
Constitution. The King is also the fountain of justice 
and of honour, the head of the Church of England, and 
between him and his people there exists the essential 
link of protection and allegiance. The royal property, 
now ofhigh value, must be described, and the terms on 
which .it is from tim<' to time surrendered to the people 
in exchange for a civil list. 

For the self-governing Dominions there is little in the 
m4tter of government which the King can personally 
perform, but he serves the essential function of the 
link which maintains the unity of the Commonwealth; 
recent events, international and domestic, render requisite 
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the investigation of the character of this unity, and the 
issues of the divisibility of the Crown, the law of inter
imperial relations, and the claim to the rights of neutrality 
and secession. 

These matters arc dynamic, not static ; on almost 
every issue of importance controversy runs high ; 
dogmatism is out of place, but it may prove of service 
to indicate the problems, to state what seem the relevant 
facts, and where possible, to suggest answers. But at 
least this sketch may be useful lj.S a guide to important 
questions of constitutional usage. • 

The University of Edinburgh, 
Apn·z, 1936. 

A. B ERRlEDALE KE!TH. 
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I 

THE TITLE TO THE CROWN 

T HE title ·to the Crown was originally conferred by 
. election, but gradually it fell under the feudal rules 
of inheritance of land, and these rules, now abrogated 
in regard to land, still determine the destination of the 
Crown. Hence the Crown passes to the issue of the late 
sovereign, ma~s being• preferred to females, and the 
elder to the younger, while children are allowed to 
represent their· deceased ancestors. In the absence of 
lineal descendants • the Crown passes to the nearest 
collateral relation descended from the blood royal. In 
tw:o. respects only is there deviation from the rules 
governing the descent of land : there is no exclusion of 
the ha!fcblood from inheritance, and among women the 
older takes the title, whereas land was shared hythem as 
co-parceners. The succession therefore to His Majesty 
now stands • as the Duke of York, Princess Elizabeth, 
Princess JVtargaret .Rose, the Duke of Gloucester, the 
Duke of Kent, and his son. 

But the rule of hereditary descent, which is derived 
from the. common law, has not been exempt from 
modification by statute. Parliament, as the Succession 
to the Crown Act, 1707, expressly declares, has the 
absolute right to determine the succession to the Crown ; 
nay more, in r689 the two Housd; of Parliament took it 
upon themselves to treat the throne as vacant through 
the flight of James II, and to settle the Crown and regal 
government upon William and Mary of Orange and to 
provide for its future transmission. The Crown was 
thus taken away not rnerely from a king, wl10 might be 
A* 9 
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deemed to have abdicated by reason of his flight from the 
realm, but also from the innocent son of James II. 
Moreover, the exclusion of the issue of James II was 
perpetuated by the Act of Settlement of 1701, which 
assigned the succession in the event of the death of Anne 
without surviving child to the Princess Sophia, Electress 
of Hanover, daughter of Elizabeth, Queen of. Bohemia, 
and granddaughter of James I, and the heirs of her 
body, being Protestants. The Electress failed to survive 
Queen Anne, and the successiol}; passed therefore to her 
son George l, thence lineally to George I\f, then collater
ally to William IV, then to his niece Victoria, and thence 
lineally to Edward VIII. The disregard of hereditary 
right by the Act applied not merely to the issue of an 
unworthy monarch ; Sophia was preferred to her 
brothers Charles Lewis and Edward, and to the issue of 
Henrietta, daughter of Charles I, to whom by hereditary 
right the Crown would have passed on the death in r8o7 
of the last surviving son of James li. 

The passage of time must be regarded as having 
confirmed the validity of the proceedings by which 
James II lost his throne, and a.-; having established the 
constitutional right of the two Houses of Parliament 
to vary and limit the descent of the Crown in the event 
of action by the King amounting to a violation of the 
fundamental relations between the throne and the 
people. The sovereigns who have reigned since James II 
must be deemed to have accepted as valid the exercise 
of power whence in the ultimate issue they derived the 
throne. 

But the Act of I70I did more than determine the 
succession. It provided for the future conditions subject 
to which the Crown must be held. Historical con
ditions explain why these conditions arc directed essen-
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tially • towards securing that the holder of the Crown 
sh<Ill be a true Protestant. The King must join in 
communion with the Church of England , he was 
required prior· to the • enactment of the Accession . De
cl<rratiol1• A~t, wro, to make at the first • meeting of 
Parlial1"1ent .after his. accession or at his coronation a 
declaration against transubstantiation ; it suffices now. to 
declare that he is a faithful Protestant and will uphold 
and maintain the enactments securing the Protestant 
succession t~ .the thcone. He is, however, by the 
U~ion with Scotland Act, 1707, required as a funda
I1le1ltal term ·of •the union to take and subscribe oaths 
for the preservation of the Church of England and the 
9hurch of ·Scotland ; the former . oath is now taken 
as •. part of the coronation oath which the Act of Settle
ment enjoins;.· the latter was taken by Edward VIII 
at the l1"1eeting of the Privy Council immediately following 
his accession, and its. terms were •. modified so as to refer 
t(). the maintenance of the settlement of the Protestant 
religion. as established by the laws made in Scotland. 
The. alteration was due to the enactment of the Church 
of Scotland Act, IQ4I, the terms of which, by giving 
the widest power . of alteration of existing legislation .to 
th~(;;~\ll'ch itself, 1J1ight be deemed to render inappropriate 
the older form.which referred to the church government 
established by law. The position of the 

Union is shghtly anomalous ; in 
of 
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favour of the exclusive right of the Church of England 
to the style of Protestant that the Church successfully 
contended that the provision made in the Constitutional 
Act of I 79 r in Canada for a Protestant clergy referred 
to its members only, to the exclusion even of the 
adherents of the Church of Scotland. 

When feeling ran so strongly . in favour of Protestantism 
it can easily he understood how it was held necessary 
to provide for the forfeiture of the Crown by any · 
sovereign who became reconciled too the Chllrch of Rome, 
professed the Popish religion or married a Papist ; 
in such an event the people ate absolved of their alle
giance, and the Crown passes to the next in line of 
succession, being a Protestant. The terms of the 
enactment are manifest! y wide and difficult to enforce ; 
it is characteristic that no definition is attempted of the 
religious views of the royal spouse, and there is a com
plete absence of machinery for the determination of 
the fact of the loss of the throne hy the sovereign. In 
essence the enactment is intended to render retention 
ofthe throne impossible in honour and good conscience 
by any person who prefers the doctrines of the Church 
of Rome to those of England ; in fact, while the 
sovereigns have differed greatly in moral and religious 
outlook, no one of them has shown any tendency to 
adopt the Roman Catholic faith . On the other hand 
suggestions that the limitation should be removed have 
met with no general approval. . The alteration of the form 
of declaration by the Accession Declaration Act, 1910, 

was generally accepted as a just act of courtesy to loyal 
Roman Catholic subjects of the Crown, but Parliament 
showed .no inclination to waive the substance of the rule. 

, Certain difficulties, however, regarding the effect. of 
the 'old s.tatutes arise from the recent developments of 

· ;:. 
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Dominion status. The union of the Crowns of England 
and Scotland • in 1707 was accompanied by provision 
for the • descent of the united Crown of Great Britain 
according to the terms provided for that of England in 
the Act of • Settlement ; one of the motives for. union 
had . been the danger that on the. Queen's death the 
succession to the Crowns would have been divided. 
On the union. with Ireland. in r8or the same. principles 
were naturally applied to the Crown of the United 
Kingdom of (jreat Bri~in and Ireland. The sovereignty 
of the. King, of course, extended over all those territories 
which had by settlement, cession or conquest fallen under 
the. control of England or later of the United Kingdom, 
and in each of them he was king. But only by slow 
degrees . was recognition given in the royal title to the 
existence of these territories. Fear of American resent~ 
ment ofthe formal assumption of the style of Kingdom 
for the .federation of Canada forbade acceptance of 
Sir John Macdonald's desire that the sovereign should 
beco1ne formally. King of Canada, and it was India 

· \V~ich .first secured recognition in the adoption by the 
Queen of the style of Empress of India in r877 as a 
clecisive .indication to her Indian subjects that she had 
succeeded to the glories of the house of Timur. In 1901 

the•. rest of •• the. King's oversea· territories received clue 
recognition when ·the royal title• was made.to run ''of 
the. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of 
the British .Dominions beyond the Seas, King, J)efender 
Of the Faith, Emperor of India." 

The creation of the Irish Free State by the agreement 
of 1921 .destroyed the unity of Great Britain and Ireland, 
and. necessitated an alteration of style. But the time 
was past when such a change could be made by British 
authority alone, and it was the Imperial Conference of 
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1926 which took the decision that tP.e. new state of 
affairs should formally · be recognised by an . alteration 
in the royal title. Under the Royal and Parliamentary 
Titles Act, 1927, therefore, the necessary change was 
made, and the sovereign became King of Great Britain, 
Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas. 
All the Dominions assented to the change, but the 
actual carrying it into effect was 1eft to the British 
Parliament alone. Naturally with the growth of 
Dominion status, attested by me declaration of that 
Conference of the equality of the Domi~ions and the 
United Kingdom, this position seemed obsolete, and on 
the recommendation of the Imperial Conference of 1930 
the Statute of Westminster, 1931, expressly recites that 
" inasmuch as the Crown is the symbol of the free 
association of the members of the British Commonwealth 
of Nations, and as they are united by a common allegiance 
to the Crown, it would be in accord with the established 
constitutional position of all the members of the Common
wealth in relation to one another that . any alteration 
in the law touching the succession to the throne or the 
royal style and titles shall hereaft~r require. the assent 
as well of the Parliaments of all the Dominions as of 
the Parliament of the United Kingdon,1." It follows 
clearly from this declaration that as a matter of con
stitutional propriety any change in the vital matter 
of succession or style and titles cannot now be made 
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom alone, and 
the former sovereign authority over the succession 
no longer belongs in full right to the British Parliament. 
Doubtless · the Parliament of 193 I had no power to 
bind its successors, nor indeed did it formally attempt 
to do so. The clause in question · forms merely a 
preami:Jle, serving as the most formal - declaration of 
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constitutional principle but · not even purporting to 
create.law. None-the-less the declaration constitutionally 
must be. regarded as a self.limitation of the al.lthority 
of •l'a.rli<~ment. Still more ·does it throw • doubt \Vhether 
the precedent of r689, when the two Houses claimed 
the right to award the throne, could now be deemed 
constitutional. The Crown, it may justly he held, has 
acquired a constitutional t>afeguard against the action of 
Padiamcnt. Any attempt of the two Houses to declare the 
throne • vacant,. and to •enact a new succession would 
now be a mere. act of violence. Moreover the King 
co\lld no longer be. expected to accept from the British 
Parliament legislation altering the ••. succession or the 
royal style and. titles, unless he were assured that its 
operation would be dependent on like action being 
taken in the Dominion Parliaments. Nor is this result 
unreasonable ... • Itis the price which the United Kingdom 
must expeet • to pay • for • the services rendered by the 
Crcnvn as .the one • essential bond of union between 
the United< Kingdom and the Dominions. Clearly 
the .. • retention •• of . unfettered control by the British 
Parliament over the succession would be a negation of 
the equality of the Dominions, and the Crown is the 
better able to sustain the role of the bond of imperial 
unity when it is.removed from the immediate authority 
of any single part of the British Commonwealth. 

On •the •.• other •. hand the statutory ··conditions which 
demand that .the sovereign shall be a Protestant remain 
unaffected in law. If this limitation is to be removed, 
it mvst · be dealt with by . the Parliaments of the 
I)orniriions and the United Kingdom in unison. So far 
the matter has not evoked serious proposals for action, 
though the strength of the Roman Catholic Chur~% 
in Canada and. Australia. would facilitate action }~Pt' li 7'1f "<-

24876 }Y -~ 
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II 

THE ROYAL ACCESSION AND CORONATION 

THE moment the reignin g King dies, his Crown is 
. immediately vested in his legal successor; " the 
King never dieg," is the maxim of the lawyers, and 
there is therefore no interregnum. The coronation is 
but a solemnity, hut one of the H'ighest vakiC and _signifi
cance, since it makes manifest the splendour of the 
royal office, attests the close connection of the people 
and their sovereign, and affords the King the occasion 
of a solemn recognition of his obligations to them. 
Moreover, the ceremonial is recognised as the time 
when the coronation oath contemplated by the Act 
of Settlement, 1701, falls to be administered. 

The acces::;ion is notified publicly at the earliet:>t 
convenient moment after the death of the King. The 
notification takes the form of a proclamation made by 
the lords spiritual and temporal, members of the late 
King's Privy Council, other principal gentlemen of 
<J.Uality, and the Lord Mayor, Aldermen and citi,.;ens 
of the City of London. It is clearly a distant relic of 
the recognition by the people of . the King; it is not a 
meeting of the Privy Council, and after the meeting 
is over, the King proceeds to hold a meeting of that 
body at which the members are sworn. The Council 
issues directions for the proclamation of the King in the 
various parts of the Kingdom, and a likeprocedure is 
followed in the Dominions, with the significant exception 
of the Irish Free State, though both Houses of Parlia
ment there duly passed addresses of sympathy with the 
family of the late monarch. At this Council also the 

t6 
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King took the oa.th to maintain the settlement o(the 
Prot~stant religion ·a:> established- by the laws Illade.in 

·Scotland, 'in a · new form intended to accord with the 
wide freedom granted to the Church of Scotland by the 
Church of -Scotland Act; 1921. 

T he actual. ceremonial of the coronation is of high 
;1ntiq\1ity, and some omissions made i"1 the case of the 

.cQro!l%tioll of Edward VII, IJ.lainly in otder to lessen 
the>strain on the King, who had just recovered from 
a severe illnress . whicho had caused the . postponement 
of . the •. ceremonial, were made good · in . the coronation 
of George Yin 191 L The first part is the essential 
presentation of the new sovereign to the people by the 
f\rchhishop of Canterbury and the Lord Chancellor, 
together with the great ceremonial officers of State ; 
the . recognitionis accorded by the acclamations of the 
.at1dieuce; the boys ofWestminster School by _tradition 
swelr the acclamation, being trained beforehand to play 

·. · .Jhe ~ p-art . of . the . crowd . at a medieval coronation. There 
follow the celebration of the litany and communion 

. ~q the delivery of a. sermon. _ Th~ Archbishop then 
puts ·the -coronation oath; the King swears to govern 

\' tbe. J?~Ople of the realm and the ·. dominions according 
to the-Statutes of Parliament and their laws and customs ; 

_ to_ ~;t:'-!s~ li[W and justicein mercy to be executed in all 
_judgments to the utmost of his po-..yet ; to maintain 
the Jaw:s of God, the true profession. of the gospel , ai1d 
the - Protestant re:formed religion established by htw ; 
t~ maintain and pre:;erve inviolably the settlement of 
the ·church of England, and the doctrine, worship, 
·discipline, and government thereof as_ by law established ; 
and to preserve the rights of the bishops and clergy of 
tl;le Church of England and .of the church committed 

· their charge. There follows the series of ceremonies 
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destined to invoke divine sanction on the people'S choice, · 
and to confer on the King a certain -sanctity. The King 
is anointed by the . Archbishop on the cr<l\Vfl of tne head, 
on the . breast, . and on the palms of the hands · with 
consecrated oil ; he is robed with special vestments,_ 
the colobium sindonis and the supertunica ; ___ he is 
presented with spurs and -sword, the Archbishop ~irds 
on the sword which the King then offers at the altar 
as a symbol of justice, protection to the defenceless, 
and punishment of offenders. He -is _ then. invested -- with · 
the armilla and impP-rial mantle, and is presented with 
the orb with the cross to signify that the whole world 
is subject to the Empire of Christ. On the fourth 
finge•· on the right hand is placed the ring, ensign of 
knightly dignity and emblem of defence of the Christian 
faith ; _ then is placed in his right hand the sceptre with 
the cross, symbol of kingly power and justice, in his 
left the sceptre with the dove of equity and mercy. 

The coronation proper then follows and the enthronis
ation, the archbishops, bishops aml peers raising the 
King to his. throne ; the ceremonial is of great antiquity, 
Kingston bears record to the lifting on a stone of early 
Saxon kings, and the Scone stone of Scotland is still 
used in the modern coronation throne. Prior to en
thronisation the King is presented with the Bible as 
the most valuable thing on earth, signifying _wisdom, • 
royal law, and the lively oracles of God. These cere
monies invest the King with the full regal dignity. 
Now seated on the throne he receives the homage of 
his peers ; first the Archbishop of Canterbury for 
himself and the rest of the bishops, then _ the Princes 
of the Blood Royal, represented in 19II by the Prince 
of Wales and the Duke of Connaught; then the . senior 
vf each of the five ranks of peerage, Duke, Marquis, 
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Earl: Visco1,lJlt, atld· Baron. · Eabh -'say~ the words of. 
' hol)lag~, which differfor a spiritual and_ a temporalp$:er, 

touches the royalcrown, and kisses the left cheekofthe 
-sovereign. in 'this rite w~ can· rec6:gnise the. taking~ 
ofthe-' oathoffidclity by the servants of the Saxor1.King, ·. 
a11dJater by • the great feudal vassals, which gave • the 
~oveJ:~igrt assurance •• of a peaceful rule. . The ceremonial 
th14s cari;itjs us back to very early times ; . the anointing 
i~ a rite_ '[~r .older than Christia11ity, intended to confer 

•. strength on the sovereiJ;U •. he is mounted on the throne 
jn oi·der 't() .. ac·quir:e the abiding strength of the stone 
~hi!=h for;ms Part thereoL The oath reminds tis of the 
curitnictj)al elementin Kingship ; the homage of Church 
and- Ja:ymen _is . given. in return for assurances ofgo6& _ 

:~ govetp.m~nr and the maintenance of the rights of Holy 
-- Ch1Irch ; ·it . sl1rvived even_ the high claims. of divine 

., ri~ht . : ' ' · 
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THE INCAPACITY OF THE KING 

17 INGS are mortal, and occasion therefore may 
~ arise from time to time to supply the place ofthe 

sovereign when for any cause he is precluded from · 
action. Modern conditions of communication, the 
invention of the telegram and t~ephonc, have, however, 
greatly simplified matters so far as the !1bsenee of the 
King from the United Kingdom is concerned. Not 
since 1732, when Queen Caroline acted as Guardian 
of the Realm during her husband's absence on the 
continent which he preferred to England, has such an 
office been filled. But as late as r895 in contemplation 
of a prolonged absence of the Queen abroad the con
ferring of the style on the Prince of \Vales was in debate. 
Lords Justices have similarly not been deemed necessary 
since 1821, nor is there seemingly any limit to the royal 
acts that may be done outside England, . though there 
was a good deal of criticism of Edward VII, when 
he took the unprecedented course of appointing 
Mr. Asquith to be Prime Minister while at Biarritz. 
Edward VII, however, was always within easy reach, 
declining in 1906 the urgent request of the Canadian 
Parliament that he should pay a visit. His son, with 
his more imperial outlook, accepted the suggestion that 
he should hold a coronation durbar at Delhi, and during 
his absence in 1911-12 four Councillors of State were 
appointed to act for him. 

The rules as · to signature by the King have been 
regarded very strictly . during the last two centuries. 
(;.eorge TV was indeed permitted in his last illness to 

20 
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to be used, but he was com
each instance of its employment 
attested by a confidential. servant 

State. To save the Queen the 
commissions, a special statute 

when later she resumed actual 
strength that 5,200 

her death. 

,."""·"-'·"-C~ authority. 
V in 1928 it was felt 

Council authorising the 
1'""'11''"'·"!4 the Queen, the Prince 

the Archbishop of Canter- 
and the Prime Minister to 

and to do what was 
and good government of the 

to dissolve Parliament, 
matter in which 

rh r•n c' ht it proper that he 
a procedure, but 
royal personages was 

too weak actually 
commission, despite his 

It never came into operation, owing 
The . restriction to royal persons· had 

observed in practice in 1928 in matters 
Irish Free State, the contention naturally 

the powers of the Crown in 
cdp[d not properly be exercised 
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but no regency has .· ever been neces~itated by the 
accession of an infant since the time of Edward VI. It 
has , however, been necessary to provide a regency on the 
insanity of a king. It was proposed to do so in 1788, 
and, though the King recovered then, in 18u hi~ final 
relapse into insanity compelled t4e appointment of 
George, Prince of Wales, as regent , 'I'he position was 
highly anomalous, because there was no King to assent 
to the Regency Bill, but the defect was supplied by 
resolutions of both houses of. Parliament, . authorising 
the Lord Chancellor to put the Great !>cal to a com- . 
mission for giving the royal assent. In the crisis of 
1688- g, when James II was declared to have abdicated, 
the two Houses had to act without royal approval, and 
to confer the throne on William and Mary. 
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TIIEROYAL FAMILY 

THE. Qiieen Consortis a subject, and with the<final 
· ' ;_l' ·remqvaFin 1935 of the qualifications placed on the 
; legal-- capacity 'of worn en, her former distinction: of heing 

able to _ ~ct asjf unmarried (feme sole) has ceased to .have 
• ·:lilY interest . . _. She is • entitled to ha:Ve .. her • own ·· courts 
_and _ ofiic~rs~ ,,:fnd to be• represented in legal proceedings 
by h.\lr :Attqrney General or Solicitor General, but • these 
priygeges . 'Yere ·not ·used by Queen . Mary. Formerly, 

· U!ltil ··-. the . )~w()ftenure , wasa,ltered in · 166o, the Q~een 
. was entided t() _queen-gpld, ten per. c~nt. of any payJ11ent 
. ni:ide to _. t l}t;_l{ingfor -pardqns-, privileges or other ,acts 

of-foyal'grace, butthis right was then swept away. In 
str~c( .l~"' -.it seems that, . if a whale is captured in . terri-: 
totial "_~ate1:s; the head still belongs tO the King, the 

-'ta_il ·to :.the Queen,. the body to the taker: This quaint 
gi~,ppsiti()n was ordained by the a['lcient lawyers out of 
~h.e ch,iva.lrqus desire to present thelady with material 
fpr -]1cr VVardrobe ; with }"Cgrettable ignorance they 
f?rgot that the whalebone is founq ill the great • creature's 

· · ,head. ·, Of rn.uch more importance is the fact that 
· provision for her on the death of the King is made in the 

· · list ,; £7o,ooo was thus provided for the use of 
', '•,, . . 
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on the head, invested with a ring, the symbol of faith, 
crowned and presented with two sceptres. 

The Queen during marriage is protected by the 
law of treason from attacks on her life or chastity, but 
ceases to receive that protection on wiuowhood. It is 
said that her remarriage requires the assent of the 
reigning King, but the assertion rests on what seems to 
be a spurious statute. If she marries, she does not 
lose her style and dignity as Queen. 

The heir apparent is the eldest son, if any, of the 
reigning King, and he is invar!ably creaotcd Prince Qf 
Wales and Earl of Chester by Letters Patent, these titles 
not being inheritable. He is also by inheritance Duke 
of Cornwall, and as such entitled to the revenues of 
the Duchy of Cornwal1, which have so carefully been 
safeguarded as to provide comfortably for their owner. 
Hence under the Civil List Act, H)IO, of George V it 
was unnecessary to make any provision for the Prince 
of Wales himself, though an allowance of £ro,ooo was 
provided for any wife and £3o,ooo for a widow. 
Curiously enough, if the Prince of ·wales should die, 
leaving ason, though the latter would be heir apparent and 
would be created Prince of Wales, the Dukedom of 
Cornwall and the revenues of the Duchy would not 
fall to him, but would revert to the King. The heir 
apparent is also by inheritance Duke of R~thesay, Earl 
of Carrick, and Baron of Renfrew in the peerage of 
Scotland, Lord of the Isles, and Great Steward of 
Scotland. The revenues of the Principality of Scotland, 
which are of minor importance, fall to him. His person 
and the chastity of his wife are protected by the law 
of treason, but in general their position is that of 
subjects, though an Act of 1795 makes special provision 
for the management of his establishment. 
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The King's eldest daughter may be heir presumptive, 
but 11ever heir apparent, for her. right to .succeed may 
always . he • defeated by the . birth of a brother ; the 
proclamation of • Victoria's accession similarly con
tained an express saving• for any posthumous .issueof 
William IV. She is normally created Princess Royal, 
a style enjoyed by Princess Mary, Countess of Harewood, 
and her chastity while unmarried is protected by the law 
of treason.. The provision made for daughters of a 
Kin~ is usual~. £6,ooae a year, as in• the case of the 
daughters of Edward VII and of George V. 

The. other .children• of the King and the• childten of 
so11s. of the KinK are styled • Prince or Princess, and by 
Letters Patent are Royal Highnesses, but this rank is 
not accorded to children of daughters, as in the case 
of. the. sons of Princess Mary. The retention of the 
style of Princess on marriage may be waived by the 
King, as in the case ofLady Patt'icia Ramsay, daughter 
ofJhe.l)uke of Connaught. A special precedence in 
Parliament was . conferred on the sons of the King by a 
statute. of Henry VIII in 1539, which differentiates the 
position of a. Duke being the son, grandson, brother, 
uncle, • ol' nephew • of the King from that of any other 
Duke by giving him precedence over the great officers 
of State. It is customary to make provision in the 
civil list for the sons of the King ; thus in that of 
Georg~ V. the sons were granted £ro,ooo a year while 
unmarried, with £rs,ooo additional on marriage. 

By common law the King is held to have the charge 
of • the education· and care of the members of the royal 
family and the right to appoint their governors, in
structors .and other servants, over the head even of their 
parents. But the vague right to control their marriages 
claimed by the King has been replaced by a very 
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remarkable statutory enactment, which, was. procured 
from Parliament by the . insistent den)and . of Gsorge-111 
who used his influence unremittingly to secure its 
acceptance. No descendant, male or female, ofGeorge II; 
except the issue of princesses who have married into 
foreign families, if under age twenty-five, is capable 
of contracting a valid marriage without the previous 
assent of the sovereign signified under the Great Seal 
and declared in Council. Previous to this enactmept 
the marriages of sons of the I'ing, con1racted without 
his consent, exposed the parties to punishment for 
contempt but were valid, and the King's motive for 
securing the enactment of the Royal Marriages Act, 
1772, was to prevent the recurrence of alliances deemed 
unsuitable by his narrow intellect. The rule ·· is still 
regularly adhered to, as in the case of the marriage 
of the Duke of Kent and the daughters of the Duke of 
Connaught. Some difficulty was caused in 1906 when 
the marriage of l)rincess Victoria Eugenic to the King 
of Spain was under discussion, since that necessitated 
her conversion to Roman Catholicism, and a vague 
but quite erroneous idea was current that the King was 
empowered by the Act to veto any marriage with a 
Roman Catholic. In fact, however, it proved unnecessary 
for royal assent to be given under the Act ; Princess 
Beatrice had married into a foreign family, though her ' 
husband, Prince . Henry of Battenburg, subsequently 
became a naturalised Bri6sh subject, and therefore her 
daughter was free to marry whom she pleased. The 
King, however, despite the remoteness of the Princess · 
from the succession, thought it necessary in view of her 
having become a Roman Catholic that she should formally 
renounce any right of succession. 

After age twenty-five the royal power ceases to be 
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absolute, but a valid marriage can only be contracted 
in the event of the refusal of royal assent, if the descen
dant of George II notifies his intention to marry 
to the Privy Council, and if within twelve months 
thereafter the two Houses of Parliament do not declare 
their disapproval of the marriage intended. With the 
modern attitude of the royal family to alliances with 
members of British families the risk of any descendant 
having to have recourse to this procedure ~vith negative 
results may be disregarckd. 

In view of t~e fact that at present the elder daughter 
of the Duke of York is second to her father in the order 
of succession, it is interesting to note the historical 
precedents for the position of a royal consort. William III 
declined to accept the throne except on the understanding 
that the whole regal power should be exercised by him, 
though in his absence from England Queen Mary might 
administer the regal powers and government, without 
prejudice to the validity of acts of State performed by 
her spouse overseas. On the other hand, Prince George 
of Denmark, husband of Queen Anne, was merely 
introduced into the Privy Council without being sworn, 
made a peer, and naturalised by special Act. Prince 
Albert of Saxe Coburg and Gotha was naturalised by 
Act of Parliament, was introduced into the Privy Council, 
hut was not created a peer, Queen Victoria urging sound 
reasons against such a step. lie was given precedence 
next to the Queen in 184o, and in r857 the style of 
Prince Consort was conferred on him by T ,etters Patent. 
But he was merely in law a subject of the Queen, and 
not entitled to any procedural privileges ; thus in 1849 
he sued in ordinary form for the infringement of copy
right which he possessed jointly with the Queen. In 
fact, of course, after the departure from office in I 841 
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of Lord Melbourne, he soon became the Queen's effective 
adviser ; in that r:apacity his impartiality between parties 
seems to have been perfect, and it wa's certainly his 
political insight and skill .. which enabled the Crown to 
acquire the remarkable influence which Queen Victoria 
was able to exercise throughout her life. But her violent 
antipathy, from 1876, to Gladstone was clearly wholly 
inconsistent with his standpoint of accepting as equally 
legitimate the government of either ·of the great parties 
in the State. Whether indee,i his power would not 
have be<:omc too considerable is open t; argument, but 
it remains eternally to his credit that during his last 
illness his prudence dictated the alteration of the protest 
of the ·British government against the taking of the 
Confederate envoys from the British vessel Trent so as 
to render it possible for the United States government 
to accept it without breaking ofF diplomatic relations. 
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r.. . . . .. Sources of Royal Power and Influence THE Norman Conquest of ro66 has left a definite 
··• >. iii1pression on the position of the Crown, which is 
attested bytheJorrnsobserved in every important sphere 
of our present .governm.:nt. All the. most important 
execl}tive .ac::ts are executed by ·111inisters of the Crown, 
itJ111afl.y cases with the personal concurrence of the King, 
all legislation is passed by the King with the advice and 
eon~c11tofthe 1oords spiritual and temporal and Commons 
in . Parliament assembled ; • the business of the Courts. 
oLJIJstice. is conducted in his name.. These forms carry 
us back to • the • time when William I by his victory at 
Senlac secured for himself unfettered power, executive, 
Iegi~lative and •. judicial. This plenitude of authority 
he could himself execute with the aid of his counsellors, 
but the growing complexity of state life little by little 
circmnstrib~d . his power; Henry VIII could still 
dictate. the action of Parliament, but it overthrew Charles I, 
and • ·the revival of the royal power in the hands of 
Charles II .wa~followed by the overthrow of his brother. 
A wide .·measure of executive authority still remained 
whi(:h. Parliament did • not control, but the ad vent of a 
foreig-n dynasty accelerated a process already in operation, 
and .under the Hanoverian dynasty from 1714 there was 
\Vorked outthe system under which action on the advice 
anct responsibility of ministers accountable ·•• to Parlia
ment \Vas substituted for action by the sovereign at his 
discretion, subject to the necessity of obtaining from a 
suspicious • Parliament the necessary funds to support 

29 
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his governm~ntaL policy and such legisl~tionas might 
be reql,lisite to give it effect. _ ~ ,~ .... ~ - .. 

The merits of the scheme, which evolved with. little 
consc::_ious direction, are .obvious. 'rhe .executive govern
Jnent is brought into vital connection with Parliament, 
and friction such as marked the relations ofWilliam III 
with the House of Commons is ·· eliminated. The 
governrnent is carried on without the waste of effort 
involved in the United States through the difficulty of 
inducing Congress to give eff•<.:t to the ~uggcstions of 
the President and the inability of Cong~ess to persuade 
the President to accept its policies. It takes something 
vital, such as the economic depression in the United " .. 
States, to transform the governmental machinery -into 
an instrument comparable with the British ·for effective 
action, and already, with the worst of the crisis ovet, 
the inherent difficulty of the co-operation of two 
independent authorities has reappeared. 

While, however, it is established - that the ·King 
reigns but does not govern except on the advice of 
ministers, there has never been any question of narrowly 
lirniting the acts of government performed by the King. 
It is the desire and pleasure of the people to see · the 
sovereign engaged in high acts of State, and govermnent 
gains dignity and impressiveness from being cond\Jcted 
through the instrumentality of the wearer of the • Imperial 
Crown. But it would be idle to expect that the sovereign 
would' consent in his actions to follow _ blindly the 
promptings of his ministers ; he is entitled to demand 
anclto be given grounds for allthat he is asked to perform, 
and this . ri~ht secures for him the ex;ercise •• of the •. power 
of criticism and of advice. It is far from the desire of 
his people that the sovereign should _ become a mere 
cypher, arid to seck to reduce_ him to such a position 
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would involve a palpable loss to the State. It is of the 
essence of Parliamentary government of the British 
type that ministries should come and go, and that there 
should be frequent change in the head of the Cabinet. 
But the King remains, while ministers pass away, and 
he must accumulate an unrivalled experience of affairs, 
however little he may desire to obtrude his personality. 
Further, if the King no longer claims to rule by right 
divine, the prestige of monarchy and the trappings of 
court ceremonial secure from even the most pronounced 
adherents of <kmocracy• a respectful hearing for any 
expression of the royal views. As head of the army, 
the navy and the air force, of the civil service and of 
the Church, as the fountain of justice and the repository 
of the prerogative of mercy, as legislator and the source 
whence flow honours and dignities, the King commands 

. a measure of respect which enhances enormously the 
weight Of his opinion. If to these advantages of office 
the sovereign adds the authority derived from strength 
of intellect or character, it is easy to see how deeply he 
may influence the government of the day. It must, of 
course, be remembered that he enjoys the services of a 
Private Secretary and that the King and State alike 
doubtless owe much to the self-effacing work of men like 
Sir F. Ponsonby, Lord Knollys, Lord Stamfordham, and 
Lord vVigram. The importance of the office has been 
enhanced by the process, described below, by which 

attecl:in~D' the Dominions the King may be .. . 
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thirdly the measure of discretion- and authority which 
remains with him in dealing with the advice tendered 
to him. 

2. The Character and Form of th.e King's Acts of State 
The acts of Government performed by the Kirtg fall 

into two classes according to their legal source. Those 
which arc derived from the con1mon law, that is from 
usage recognised by the courts of law, are styled 
prerogative acts, and the prerogative is neither more 
nor Jess than that part of the •royal au'l!bority which is 
not conferred by statute. Once unlimited and para-' 
mount, in the course of time the prerogative has been 
defined by the courts and its ambit determined. _ Further 
it has been decided that the prerogative cari be taken 
away by statute, for the King in Parliament represents 
the highest manifestation of royal authority and can 
define the measure of the authority to be exercised by 
the King without the aid of the two Houses. Moreover 
it has been ruled that, if statutory provision is made, 
the prerogative is so far superseded; thus, when a 
hotel was occupied for military purpos(;S during the 
war, payment was held to be due for its usc under the 
statute governing the taking of property for public 
purposes, though the Crown claimed that under the 
prerogative it was entitled to make use of any buildings 
to serve purposes of defence in war conditions. 

• Prerogative powers represent · the older side of · the 
royal authority, its res'ponsibility for- the maintenance 
of peace and order, for the defence of the realm, .for the 
conduct of external relations ; the social · and economic 
functions which no\v are so vital a part of the bu:;;iness 
of the State are largely a modern development, and the 
functions conferred by statute on the King . in these 
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: matters are essentially formal, such as the making 9f 
Ort;l<;rs !n Council dealing with important reg1J.lation~, 
while .the great rp.assofthe work to be done is. assigned 
exj:>re_ssly ··to the government .ciepartment concerned , .the ·-
Mi.TI.Is}er of Heal¢, _Labour, Transport or Pensions. ___ · · ·· 
<:It is . an in.evhable result of the historical development 

9fthe _ki!lgship that.· the dyties still• personally perform~d i _ ..• 
··· ·· h )')lie King should be of the rm>st miscellaneous character, . 

ya,rying from .. matters of fundamental importance • . to 
those of tninor •. conseq~enct· . His __ . po'Yer-s ,as regards 

·. Parliament; , th~ judiciary, honours, and the Empire 
•· - ~·iilbe described below, _and it must here suffice to . 

1/._. --1-&~n,tion a ~ nmnber of his a~tivities. The appointment 
---. ~- :§falr-tlie h1i¥ 1Ilinisrers .of State, from the }"irstLord 

:·;of:the.''I're~sury downwards, rests \vith him; frornhim . 
. . offi<;ers of the army and the air force derive their com- ' 
. missions, thoug'h navaL officers hold theirs from the 

. . , .l.,?t~~ Som~?issioncrs _of the Admiralty, and in the 
ot~er tJ.nivers1tics of England and Scotland a number of 
~r?fes~oi:~ i hold their appointments . from him. The 
olgpo\vef to preserve order.in times of domestic upheaval 

_·9] - ~B:r ' py . the . issue of a proclama~ion of martial law 
. ' J'las ' pa,s~e:<i away; butthe · .• Emergency Powers Act, . rg~o, 

·; /~· v,thiph ··an:hs the government with · special authority to 
·;'; de~ . with· ~rises such as the 'general strike .of 1926, is 

: : ,bi-()ught, ':i~to operation by a -proclamation issued by 
· F>':ihe'J'K-ing/ ahestihg his concern with the peace and 

· security -'cif'nis people in -lite · and property alike. The 
external affairs Of '• his C0Uf1tr}' involve · his • C01lstant 
iniere~t ' and action; he issues letters of credence . to 
acsredit. }lis . representatives ·. to foreign governments, 
~!ld ~epej\fe~ in audience ministers accredited to him 
by fo.~dgii powers ; lw grant~ full J:)owers to negotiate 
treaties and . signs ratifications of treaties when con-

s 
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cluded; . !Var, pe;a.ce, and neutntlity ·in the warS Dfothcr 
countries are proclaimed under - his --~ s~gnature. The 
representatives of the country in foreig~ - Hmqs arc 

-appointed _ by him, and hesigns the e~equati)rs .which 
permit the consuls of foreign powers cto" >exercist; 
their functions. The rights and .liabilities · of aliens 
in this co11ntry are regulated in essentials by Orders 
of the King in Council made now under statutory 
authority. 

Defence again claims much ~f the Kjng's attention ; 
the Army and .Air Councils, the Board of Adrwiralty 
are constituted by his consent, and as in the ds.e of 
foreign affairs, all matters of importance are submitted 
for the information and approval of the Crown. But, 
though by historical tradition these issues Claim speCial 
royal concern, they have come in the course of time to 
share their importance with issues of social and economic 
well-being, as well as problems of finartee _and t:radc. 
The days are long past since the Kingcontrolled income 
and expenditure, but the sums that are granted by 
Parliament are still granted to the _ King, and his. formal 
order is required as a preliminary to the process by whi~h 
the proceeds of the taxes which we pay are expended · 
on the purposes which have been approvetf by the 
House of Commons. Though save for the ni.aking .of 
Orders in Council comparatively few issues connected 

• with the new activities of the State are brought before 
· the King for formal action on his part, the ministers in 
charge of these departments are appointed by him, fl.Ild 

they owe him the duty of bringing to -his notice all 
matters of first class importance. 

The forms in which the royal .· action .. _ in executive 
matters · is expressed are now comparatively · simple. 
The most formal are Orders iii Council, vVhich ;,tre used, 
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Chancellor. Writs under the Great Seal are .employed 
to secure the election of members of Parliament and 
to summon peers to attend. 

In the making of treaties special fotms are observed. 
The negotiation and signature of a treaty are authorised 
by Full Powers granted to the British representative 
at a foreign court ; this document bears the Great Seal, 
and is signed by the King on the authority of a warrant 
also signed by him, and in like manner the treaty is 
ratified by an instrument signe<! and sealed. 

3. The Re~ponsibility (1 Ministers for the King's Acts 
These and other actions of the King in every sphere 

of his official activities are performed on the advice 
of ministers who for the royal actions are responsible 
to the House of Commons. The King himself is 
answerable to no power on earth for what he does, 
and that very fact places him under an absolute moral 
obligation not to act without advice, responsibility 
for which can be brought home to the giver. That 
the command of the King was no excuse for wrong 
doing was definitely established when under Charles II 
Danby was impeached by the Commons for action 
taken on his sovereign's express bidding. So definitely 
established is now the doctrine that as early as 1834 
when Sir Robert Peel accepted office in the belief that 
his predecessor, Lord Melbourne, had been dismissed 
by William IV he asserted in Parliament in 1835. his 
duty to accept full responsibility for the royal action, 
though ex hypothesi it had been taken without even 
his knowledge. We know now that the King .did not 
actually dismiss Melbourne, who had offered resignation 
which was in effect accepted, but the principle remains 
absolute, and it serves as a most definite limitation of 
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royal authority ; the King cannot dismiss a mm1stry 
or cause its resignation unless he is able to replace it 
by another, for the business of the country must be 
carried on and it can only be conducted with the aid 
of ministers enjoying the confidence primarily of the 
majority of the House Commons, and ultimately 
of the electorate. 

Responsibility meant formerly liability to punishment 
at the instance of the Commons bv sentence of the 
House of Lorgs through the proces~ of impeachment, 
or by an Act of Attainder or of Pains and Penalties passed 
by both Houses and assented to by the Crown . But 
these proceedings may now be deemed obsolete, and 
the only penalty is loss of office and of public favour, 
should the House of Commons disapprove the advice 
tendered to the Crown. 

In the case of most of the acts of the King the person 
responsible is definitely marked out by the rule of 
countersignature. From quite early times, though the 
King was largely above control, nevertheless paramount 
considerations of the necessity of preventing hasty action 
and of securing due record of royal deeds led to the 
rule that legal effect would only be given to documents 
bearing the royal signature, if authenticated by a seal 
and countersignature. Hence responsibility rests directly 
on the minister who countersigns a royal warrant or 
commission of appointment, and on the Foreign Secre
tary who countersigns the royal warrants for the issue 
of Full Powers and instruments of ratification of treaties. 
The matter is less simple in the case of Orders in 
Council, for the counsellors who are present need not 
be ministers, though one normally is, and they usually 
know nothing of the business to be transacted. But 
the matter is easily. cleared up ; it will be found in 
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every instance that the Order rests on the responsibility 
of some definite minister, jn whose department it has 
been prepared and by whom it has been .de{>patchedto 
the Lord President ofthe Council with an application 
for its submission to the King in CounciL · 

But apart from this individual re~po,nsib11ity there 
remains the responsibility of the Cabinet as a whole. 
Despite the rule of the solidarity of the Cabinet, which 
in theory means that the whole body is resppnsible ·. 
for the error of one member, •it is rec.~tgnised that an 
individual rnay by resignation enable his 'Colleagues to 
disclaim effective responsibility. The resignation of 
Sir S. Hoare after the repudiation by public opfuion: of 
the terms which with M. Laval he offered in December 
1935 to the Emperor of Ethiopia, as a ba5e f()F' the 
settlement of the war between that sovereign and Italy, 
was held to excuse the Cabinet, despite its acquiescence 
in his . action, from resignation in ··deference to ·the 
unanimity or public condemnation of this surrender 
of the principle of founding British foreign policy on 
the doctrine of strict adherence to the terms of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations. Hut that was an 
exceptional case, and normally all ·great issues in public 
affairs are decided by the Cabinet and accepted on its 
advice by the King, and responsibility then rests with 

· the Cabinet rather than with any individualmeiD.her. 

4· The King's Part in the Formation of the Cabinet 
Though ministers are . responsible for the· King's 

acts, the . King has definite, though .liJl1ited, means of 
securing that his views shall have weight . with .• the 
C<~,bin~t,i~ •. framing the advice which is •.. finally t~11dered 

.···•· ... •. .f9r his ·.·• i\Cceptance. •· ·• The .. • (;aplnet •· wa~ at .oJ1) /~il11e 

.·. ::, · '~!l.e: .mer~!instrutrieh.t of the royal Will,, and .· i~s. p~~?J:XPel . 
·~~_-,:~~~r~-:, -~_;'-. '- :;,:·_'/~:~\;:~:;;_:>-; '~fj~;~ :_ ;--.': ---~-:_:_--, --_; __ ::~--- -: ' __ ---__ :_ ~:-_ ;-_-,'_, _ .. _:~-- ·:,:,-:··.'~ _., ···t\-:· ~ -'.:~/:::·~~~~-:?;~::~~_: __ -::~;_,~'~2/~--:~-->~~:~,~ _-, ;.o: 
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depended on the royal favour. It has now come to 
represent the choice of the electorate voting at a general 
election, at which it either renews the mandate of the 
government in power or indicates that it has ceased to 
possess its confidence, in which event the ministry 
tenders its resignation to the King. By conventional 
practice the rule is now established that, if a ministry 
dissolves Parliament and is defeated at the general 
election, it will resign office, so soon as the results are 
definitely esta~lished, without waiting fur the meeting 
of the House of Commons to pass judgment on its 
actions, provided always that the result of the election 
makes it clear that some opposition party has a majority 
sufficient to enable it to form an alternative government. 
The rule is based on considerations of much cogency ; 
it is contrary to the public interest that the power of 
government should remain in the hands of those who 
no longer can count on popular approval ; hence the 
resignation of Mr. Baldwin forthwith in 1929. Rut, 
if it does not appear that another ministry can certainly 
be formed, the conventional rule of resignation has 
no application, and Mr. Baldwin in 1924 faced the verdict 
of the Commons, when the election had deprived him 
of his majority but left his party in possession of a 
greater number of seats than either the Labour party 
or the Liberals~ 

In the event of the resignation of the ministry it 
falls to the King to take the decisive step of selecting a 
new -Prime Minister: It follows inevitably from the 
rule of responsible government that for once there is 
no one capable of· offering advice which the Cro-wn is 
bound to consider ; the resignation involves the loss 
of the right to tender advice. The Crown may ask 
advice, but that is matter entirely of discretion. 
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When the greatest Prime .. Minister· of the .·. nineteenth 
century retired in r 894, his sovereign was careful not 
to ascertain his views, and on her own responsibility 
the Queen selected . Lord Rosebery for the office, though 
Gladstone himself would have suggested Lord Spencer, 
and Sir William Harcourt had reasonable grounds to 
claim the succession. · ·· 

It is clear, of course, that this right of selection is 
definitely limited. The essential condition is that 
the person selected to form a" ministry. must be able 
to carry out this end, and accordingly the royal discretion 
is always limited by the necessity of · having close 
regard to the feeling of the House of Commons. But 
it must be remembered that members of the Commons 
are intensely eager to take part in a ministry and the 
person who is commissioned by the Crown has a very 
strong lever to compel acceptance of his Jcader~hip 

in the shape of the control of offices. It was by this 
power that Sir lL Campbell Bannerman was able in 
1905 to form a cabinet despite the . initial reluctance of 
Sir E. Grey, Mr. Haldane and Mr. Asquith to serve 
under him in the House of Commons. Hence too it 
is hardly correct to hold that the King's selection of 
Mr. Baldwin in 1923 on the resignation from ill-health 
of Mr. Bonar Law, who tendered no advice as to his 
successor, was necessary, and that the passing over of 
Lord Curzon was dictated by conditions which he 
could not control. Lord Curzon himself had no ·doubt 
that the choice would fall upon him, and it may well 
be that, if he had received the royal commission, he 
would have .succeeded in forming an effective ministry. 
That the . King's exercise of his discretion was sound 
can hardly be doubted ; it rested . unquestionably on 
the plain fact that the strength of the opposition was to 
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be found in the House of Commons, and that it was 
right that the Prime Minister should there be present 
to meet the fundamental attacks on his policy. Doubtless 
the King was aware that there was strong support for 
Mr. Baldwin in the ranks of his party, but it is impossible 
to hold that the royal freedom of choice is a matter 
of the past. Inevitably it often happens that no real 
choice exists; Queen Victoria would not willingly have 
accepted Gladstone in r88o or 1892, and in 1916 the 
selection of Mr. Lloyd George as head of the govern
ment was nec~sitated ~y the fact that only under him 
could an effective coalition be achieved. But, so long 
·as human nature remains unchanged, when outstanding 
personalities are lacking as at the present day, the King 
must have a real discretion in the choice of a new Prime 
Minister. 

A most signal proof of the powers and obligations 
of the Crown is afforded by the events of 193 r. The 
ministry of Mr. R. MacDonald had adopted a reckless 
financial policy, which involved meeting the ever growing 
deficit in the unemployment insurance fund by borrowing. 
The danger of the situation at last was brought home 
to the Government by the report of ·the Committee 
on Economy under Sir George May, which by its frank
ness created widespread doubt abroad as to the stability 
of British finance. The necessity of balancing the 
budget became obvious to all competent politicians, 
but the efforts of the ministry to devise a scheme, under 
which increased taxation and diminished expenditure 
especially in unemployment would secure this result, 
c to grief on the stubborn opposition of the Trades 
U Council, and the rank and file of the Labour 
party, . who . believed that the situation had been · 
exaggt<I'ated and denied the necessity of accepting the . 
B* 
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demands of the Bank of England. In result the 
Cabinet itself proved to be divided ; four ofits leading 
members, the Prime Minister, l\-ir. . Thomas, Mr. 
Snowden, and Lord Sankey were united in favol.lrof 
drastic measures, while. the other members, grouped 
under Mr. Henderson, declined to accept the necessity 
of the measures advocated. In . the result the • King 
arrived in London on August 23, and on the following 
day the Prime Minister resigned office, and was 
commissioned to form another .government from which 
were excluded his former colleagues ana which .\Vas .at 
first made up of four Labour members, four Con
servatives and two Liberals. It is easy to see • that in 
this crisis the King had a wide range of possibility of 
action. The more obvious course was to accept the 
Prime Minister's resignation and commission Mr. 
Baldwin to form a ministry, and there can be no dottbt 
that the latter could have succeeded in the etfort, 
though he would have required to receive a dissolution 
of Parliament in order to be able to secure the necessary 
support in the House of Commons. Do11btless it was 
the disadvantage of an immediate election, and above all 
the advantage of the co-operation of the great: 

induced the royal decision in favour of 
It was impossible to know at that 

of 193 I was to prove, that 
of the •• National government 

following 
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reurg:;misation of the ministry after the d~athofSir .R 
CampbeU. Bannerman. 

5· The King and the Policy of the Cabinet 
T he essence . of the relations between the Crown and 

ministers demands that there shall be co1~1plete confidence 
on either side. It follows therefore that the sovereign 
shall not go behind the back of his government • il1 
order to seek political advice, for such action destroys 
the reciprocal dnty of confidenoe ow~d b,.Y the Cabinet 
to the sovereign. Though the principle is clear, it is 
plain that it is not altogether easy to give it full effect, 
and Queen Victoria, it must be admitted, was far from 
acting on the principle. From the time when she 
fell under the spell of Disraeli's flattery her sentiments 
towards Gladstone were so distorted that her actions 
were wholly unconstitutional. With the aid of her 
defeated Prime Minister she worked indefatigably in 
the efFort to secure Lord Hartington as his successor, a 
plan foiled by Gladstone's very proper refusal to serve 
under so mediocre a minister, and only his death 
terminated her secret communications to her former 
adviser . Nor was she more loyal to Lord Rosebery 
despite his constant deference to her wishes. Instead 

· she consulted Lord Salisbury, Sir H . James and others 
in 1893- 4 with a view to forcing a dissolution of Parlia
ment or the resignation of the ministry . because it 
threatened to deal with the House of Lords. The excuse 
given by Lord Salisbury for giving her the advice which 
she · sought is significant ; he justified his action by 
the consideration that he was a former servant and a 
Privy Councillor. It is, however, plain that neither 
ground was adequate justification for his. action ; the 
right of a Privy Councillor to advise must be exercised 
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when he holds official rank. 
of the House of Lords 

uua"''-<0''-• is a relic of an obsolete 

more constitutional 
true that he invited 
of his ministers the 

in 1909 on the right of the 
reference to the electorate 

government, after receiving 
not fail to obtain the concurrence 
in his interviewing the • leaders 

two Houses with • a view to 
In this he followed the 
when with the assent of 
compromise between the 

opposition regarding the •. dis
Irish Church. in r869 and the 

I88f, though his efforts had not 
marked those of the Queen. It 

V seek to deal with the 
and it seems clear that 
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and other public men, the substance of which n1ay or 
may not reach the sovereign. Bm the essential mle ·is 
that .in any issue of importance th~ sovereign ,sha:ll .not 
seek advice from persons in politics not member~ of . 
his government, unless he has received the concU:rrehc·~ · 
in such action of his Prime Minister, and ~ucn .advice 
as he does receive must, of course, be discussed witJ1 
the latter. 

It . follows further from the relati.ons . that ' must . sub~ 
· sist between the King and hi~ ministC»'"s that on · all · 
matters of governmental concern all that he says in public 
must be approved by ministers. The v"iolation of this 
rule has been virtually unknown of late years. Matters 
have vitally changed since William IV could ·virtua!Iy . 
censure in public the colonial policy of his ministry, 
moving even that long suffering body to energetic· 
protest. The Cabinet for its part owes ·a reciprocal 
consideration to the King. However strongly it Jecls 
the. action of its opponents or of the House of Lords; 
courtesy ·requires that the · terms of the royal speech at · 
the · opening or dose of Parli<unent sha ll be couched , 
in terms of studious moderation, and • deference ·to the 
feelings of the King has caused the faithful obsetvallce 

, of this tradition even during times of considerable 
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}IIdted_: e~e~r fnhn ,the.dipJo1Ilatic ~osebery, .\Vho in~istetL 
• t hat :it. '"''vo:tdd be :undesirable' to establish 'the principle . 
tliftt~a ~ister before laying a rnatter beforE: a p11blic 

': 'audiep.ce slJ:<}lild receive the approval of the Cro-wn, fqr 
-~~cl1' a .:principle would ·. t~nd .·.to . rnak~ .the Crown a · 

.. ·.-. party ' to ( the ,:controversies of .... the . dilV . and ···would 
···~-~al'dpl,lsly _ cowpromise · the _neutrality .;f t11e · throne: 
, ~e.edle\)s · to · say;-'~e Queen wa:;>Ilot persuaded, the less · 
.\ sq. s..if1s~ ·.,. f?,rd;, Salisbury, , \Vhom . she had . consulted, 
-~:~surea her .· t&,'lt :.Lotd 'Rosebcrv had .· no constitutionaL· 

•·: rightto •aiJnqlillce atotally new"policy on _. a vitaLmatter . 
. >Witho~~)aktrtg th~' royal ' ple~sure, and that, if he ·:railed 

" _,.:to c611V'iri.c_e_. }ier. of.the wisdom of·his .policy, it was, his 
.. .·dQt)"tb''[esign: \But the doctrine is plainly preposter11us, ·· 

· ~nd. :Ec! warctYII .. cuntcnted himself with the far mote 
,, , .r,easquable 1 sqggestion to ·. his ' Prime . Minister that sub~ 

: or.ctinate' nifnisters)hould n(jt announ~e policies ofwhich 
-i~-.tlre (;rowii :rad ' ;_ot-been . informed ; the . offender 1vas 

· Mr . - George, wlro.\Vas ·ui1derstood to have aruwunced 
. '-'!'"'-HUqH. of the government to estahiish a irrinistry 

lt is, -of ·course, dear that the . matter ' · . ··· 
pre~>CiltiS _pifflculties; ·.··· A-government fuay _ wish tO . Vehti!atC .. 
pq:>s~l:ile IJUJu"''"'"' whidi it has not matured to a shape, 

nr,J.,:i>·nt1n, P·nt ··to ·. Parliament, . <tlld . whith it. is nov 
hringc befbrc the King. T~e mqst 

be said ' is that with full confidence betw~en 
..... .,.,,.~ .• , 'aiicf , i(should seldom 
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despite the ' passage of years there . is nothing obsolete 
in the famous admonition addressed in 1850 through 
the Prime Minister to Lord Palmerston · by, Queen 
Victoria. The Queen demanded that her minister should 
state distinctly the policy for which he ~ought sanction, 
that he should not depart from the sanction given, that 
he should inform her of his discussions with foreign 
rtprescntativcs before important decisions based on that 
intercourse were taken, and that drafts of despatches 
intimating decisions should be •sent to J,er ·in time to 
enable her to express her views on · them . Palmerston's 
recalcitrance resulted in 1851 in his loss of office, and 
the Queen's right was never thereafter called in question. 
Of course with the passage of time and the increased 
rapidity of the rate of despatch of public business much 
must he done with greater speed and informality than , 
contemplated by Her Majesty who loved to work by 
correspondence, but it is still essential that the King 
should receive copies of all important Foreign Office 
telegrams and correspondence and that he should 
approve. all decisions of importance. 

In the conduct of foreign affairs the sovereign is 
traditionally deeply interested, and the Queen's close 
connection by relationship with nearly all'' the heads . . )., 
of governments in her time increased her determiha"' 
tion to remain in effective touch with these issues. 
Shewas enabled thus to aid the policy of her ministers 
by private communications to foreign sovereigns, sent 
with the assent of her ministers, . and to give them 
advice based on letters received fronr • abroad. Thu~ 
in r864 .on representations from her daughter, the 
Crown Princess of Prussia, Sir A. Buchanan, . and in 
1870 .Lord A11gustus Loftus, were recalled . frmn tJ.?.e 
Berlin ~.egl!tion. Her . sympathies, pn. the whole, Jed 
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her to favour co-operation with Germany: hence her 
support in I 863 of the refusal of the ministry to lend 
aid to the rebels in Poland and her urgent advice to 
refuse intervention on the side of Denmark in the 
affair of Schleswig Holstein in r864. Rut her distrust 
of Prussian policy induced her before Sadowa (July, 
1866) to contemplate joint action with France and 
Austria. After the Prussian victory her efforts changed 
in favour of forming such relations with Germany as 
would deter ¥ranee frt>m hostility, but her ministers 
would not accept her suggestion. She intervened 
successfully in I 870 at their request to secure the with
drawal of the candidature of Leopold of Hohenzollern 
for the Spanish throne, and, when the genius of Bismarck 
still provoked France to declare war, she endeavoured 
to move the King of Prussia to accord generous terms 
to the defeated foe. In the same spirit in 1875 she 
was active in denouncing the German project of an 
attack on France. On the other hand in the eastern 
question from 1876-8 her own desire was to precipitate 
wai: with Russia, a desire deftly parrieJ by Disraeli, 
though even he was confronted by threats of abdication 
if Russia were· to aprear in force before Constantinople. 
In her later years she was confronted by evidence of the 
growing enmity of Germany and the hostility of the 
Emperor to the Prince .of \Vales and his own mother, 
and in 1896-8 there are signs that she had come to 
fear British isolation and to contemplate the possibility 
of an entente with France and Russia. Tt was an omen 
of the future that she 'vas careful to press that every 
consideration should be shown to France over the 
episode of Fashoda, and the retreat of the French 
government from a false po~ition be facilitated. 

The interest of the Queen in foreign affairs was· 
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fully shared by Edward VII, and the retirement from 
office of Lord Salisbury, the determined apo,stlt.:ofirt~ 
sularity, enabled him to work in effective unity with 
his ministers for the formation of relatioi1s of i{biding 
character with France, achieved in 1904 latgelytht!.lugh 
the effective use of the sovereig11's . persqnal . appeaLto 
the French people. His influe11ce was successfully 
used to prevent the deplorable incident of the Dogger 
Bank, when the J1ussian fleet in parik fired on British 
tra,vlers mistaken for Japanese oowar Vessr;ls, leading to 
war with Russia, and the entente concluded in _1907, 
which secured India from Russian menace, .was in ,large . 
measure promoted by him, while accords were .achieved . 
also with Spain, Portugal, and the Scandinavian 
counh·ics. Needless to say, the sinister policy of 
encirclement of Germany ascribed to him by German 
politicians was wholly unknown to the . King ?r his 
minister~, and he made earnest efforts. to · win over his 
nephew to . co"operation for peace. While• his·. efforts 
proved unavailing, his reign forms a classical instance 
of J."oyal activity in harmony with qliriisteriatadvice; No 
opportunity to rival his father's successwas aifoJ:"ded to 
his son, who had never established such contacts with 
foreign governments as had his father; and the .late 
King's action in external relations was mainly based on 

.· ministerial advice. But it may be · noted that his strict 
of constitutional duty prevented · his nr. atri!J'.- tmcer,~--

' v·ention in favour · of Constantine of . . . 
II, '\V'hile to 
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but exp~ct~d hitn .toreassure .him wh~n ,his. scheme 
fell under the criticism of Lord Roberts arid others. 
In matters of high appointments he too.k specialinterest; 
be discerned the merits of and promot~d the advai)Ce- . 
ment of. Haig and Kitchener; and · his own ol'other 
fell under his displeasure when he · refused to ·fan ·. in 
with the wishes of his minister regardi!lgthe tenure of 
office as commander-in-chief in · the Mediterranean. 
Nor did details evade his interest ; uniforms and great
coats evoked fruitful comment,•and the .King's interest 
restored to the Duke of Cornwall's lJight Infantry 
the red pagri granted to commemorate the red tuft granted 
to its predecessor, the 46th regiment, for distinguished 
valour in the American War of Independence in I777· 
To his successor fell the duty of affording in the 
vicissitudes of the Great War the most unfailing support 
to his ministers and encouragement to his forces by 
his ceaseless interest in their welfare and achievements. 

Though external relations and defence are the 
subjects, other than constitutional issues, which will 
be discussed below, in which royal influence has been 
mostly notably exerted, the rule that the sovereign must 
be afforded the . fullest information on all governmental 
action, so that he may have the necessary ·knowledge 
on which to base advice, ·encouragement and warn,ing, 
is applicable in every sphere. Queen Victoria's interest 
in imperial affairs was closely bound up with matters 
of defence, apart from her determined and :finally 
successful efforts to secure the title of Empress of 
India, which was proclaimed on Jan. I, r877. Her 
deep repugnance to the evacuation oLCandahar, when 
the forward policy of Lord Lytton was reversed by 
the Liberal Government, led to a constitutional struggle 
of much interest; at Osborne on Jan. 5, 188r, her 
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, a~s~ntJo tJ1eLall~ouneement · inthe . speech at th.e opening 
· of Padia,rnenf -was. wpn ._ .. only after ·. a plain warning that 
. to d.isapJjr9ye ~as to. eject the ministry, and that.on 
-.··the _ e~e ()f the·. opening of Parliament was revolution ; 
the' lndigrrant Queen . complained that she . had . nevet 

--before b~eii treated with such want of respect and 
··,. consideration in the forty-three and a half years she 

had wprf-1 her thorny 9rown. Her indignation was ai9-ed 
by unso\lnQ assertions ·of Prince Leopold and B~acons
field· -tliat ·i:he · speech W£S the . expression of 'the . royal 

·. vie""s . and hot~ tho_se : of ministers, a view which had 
:,-been;tecogiiiscdto be a,bsurd as early as the days of Swift 

,· and $ilkes lill,d .Whi~;h had been disowned firffily in 
' ihe •. Qu~en;s· ow11. -reign by Peel in 184r. She -reserrted 

.... al_SQ, the reftoces3ionofthe Transvaal, and her indigna
tion .over Gordon's 'death led her into the indiscretion 
·of ·a tel¢grarfi ell clair ~o her Prime Mini,ster couched 

.· _., i,n '. unwise ·• terms ..... -Her ·· sympathies with _the ·difficulties 
· -()f.·Jpdiari pl-int~s · led her to . wish to cancel the _· .. death. _ 
iientence ·pronounced in i891 On the miscreant who 

the murder· of the . Commissioner of. Assam 
tp.e ,Viceroy y,risely remained fit'tri; and 

Se;cretar'y· of State supported hirn; In matters of 
d;orrteS.tiC. ·.,.n -rf'rf'.:t h~r initiative was slight ; she · dislikecl. _· 

}·~~~Il,l;>f; , -!:111!-1 WOllld have WiShed to See edUCation \. 
. suited to the Jl.lrittioils ·. · .. 
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the desire of Lord Minto, supported by Lo'rd -Morley, 
to create a precedent by the introduction of an Indian 
to the Council of the Governor> General, the final 
authority in matters of Indian Government. ·It was 
only with unfeigned reluctance arid at the express 
recommendation of the Cabinet that he accepted / the 
advice of his minister. In domestic issues he· was 
strongly opposed to the movement: for women's suffrage, 
and he regarded with no great enthusiasm the advanced 
democratic views of his ministr3, but the constitutional 
struggle between the Houses absorbed hi; ch~ef en~rgies . 
in domestic affairs. 

On the other hand the affairs of the Empire occupied 
mm:h of the interest of George V, who foundc time .W 
visit India to be acclaimed as Emperor · and to announce 
the policy of the transfer of the capital from Calcut:ta .~ 
to Delhi, thus inaugurating a new era in the history 
of India. Constitutionally the episode· was of ., higJ:l 
importance, for Parliament had not been . consulteg; -_. :-
and the assent of the sovereign to the change and cthe "' 
ai)J:J.O\ln(;enlleilt made on his express 

possibility of party criticism, and 
:.·r,ese:nt,ed. In this as in other issues· 

determilrJ.a:t:ion wholeheartedly to s\l 
an · Ia:ck of · 
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cons.titutiQUal;._.position'. The influence of th.e King 
is' constitutional·, because ' it·· is ·a ; na:roral 'development 
from the _position which the constitution 'assigns. to him; 
he acquires it from continuity in office, from access 
to the fullest information, from personal qualities; and. 
from the enormous prestige attaching in British society 
among all ranks and classes to the .person of .the King. 
It is constitutional also because its exercise has public 
approvaL The general election result in I93I proved 
conclusively that, as Queen Victoria reflected despite 
her retired life with amazing I)rec;ision the outlook of 
the · middle classes who held political power, so the 
King, deeply familiar with a far wider range of the interests 
of his subjects than his grandmother, knew better than 
his critics what would appeal to the country. 

What limits can be set to this influence ? · · It is 
clear that it exists and can be exercised only in so far 
as it represents the views of a substantial section of 
the opinion of the country. Mere personal views would 
be .. without weight; at most a complaisant minister 
might decline to press O!l his sovereign an appointment 
unacceptable to him. Yet Sir H. Campbell Bannerman 
would not yield to the wish of Edward VII to have 
Lord Farquhar as Lord Steward, though it is hard 
to see what sound reason existed for thus refusing a 
personal wish of the King, and Mr. MacDonald in 1924 
agreed that in future the office should cease . to he 
regarded as a political office. But the real question is 
how far a ministry should be resisted on a matter of 
public character on which the King holds views shared 
by the opposition in politics. 

There · is agreement, of course, that the King is 
entitled to use aU his influence to secure the assimilation 
of contending views. Queen Victoria's action in 18&) 
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on· the disestablishment of the Irish Church, and in 
r884 on the franchise and redistribution issues has 
always won approval, as have the efforts of Edward VII 
to bring about accord between the parties on the issue 
of the House of Lords and the royal share in securing 
the abortive but earnest conference on the Parliament 
Bill in rgro and on the Government of Ireland Bill 
in 1914. But how much further can the King go? 
He can, it seems, without definitely breaking with 
tradition, inv~tigate tll.e possibility of dividing the 
Cabinet. On this issue there has long been much 
divergence of view. The Cabinet is a unit; it gives 
its advice as a single whole to the sovereign and to 
Parliament alike. But it is clear that there is nothing 
to prevent the Prime Minister divulging to the King 
the existence and character of differences of view. 
Lord Palmerston indeed, and after him Gladstone, 
adhered to the rule that dissensions should not be 
revealed, but in r885 the Queen asserted, doubtless 
correctly, that lVIelbourne, Peel, Russell, and Disraeli 
had given her such information, and there is abundant 
evidence that Salisbury, Rosebery, Balfour and Asquith 
were quite prepared to admit the t>xistence in their 
Cabinets of conflicting views. It may be that Gladstone 
was right in denying absolutely the claim of the sovereign 
to be informed of the views of individual members ; 
but in effect cabinet dissensions are easily enough 
known, and the sovereign who is in constant contact 
with individual ministers on the matters of their depart
ments cannot fail readily to learn whether the policy 
presented to him on behalf of the Cabinet really commands 
its united support. If it does not, it be 
much to expect that a sovereign with 
as to the welfare of the country should 
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differences; .~ith a view to securing a modification of 
the Cabinet policy. Queen Victoria in 1859 ~nd 1864 
had no hesitation in using Lor,d Gnmvillc in ari effort 
to th""rart the policy of Palmerston arid Russell, when 
she believed that they d id not command 'undivided 
support in their policy in the Cabinet, and the precedent 
rcri1airis. . . 

/\further means of influencing ministers unquesti?n
ably exists, though its constitutionality may he gravely 
questioned. Queen Victor.ia iQ th<; Rus~ian crisis .of 
1fi77- X was deeply opposed to stmencTer to Russian 
demmtd tc> and unequivocally threatened abdication, if 
her will were not complied with. Her insistence secured 
capitulation by her Cabinet, which ,¥ithout the Sultan's 
leave sent the fleet to Constantinople .with decks . cleared ·. 
for action and orders to fire on the Turkish forts if their . 
passage of the Straits was denied. Thoughts of- this . 
way out of his diffi.culties seemed to have passed through 
the mind of her son in the crisis of tlw conflict between 
the twt) Houses. The force of Stich a threat might dearly 
b~ cornpellirtg. A ministry which petsis~edin aipolicy 
that the Crown would not sanction would clearly be · 

·placed in a very difficult position by abdication. . It is 
phin that a dissolution must follow, and the sentiment 
for royalty in the country is such that disaster might 

,.well overtake the ministry held responsible. . Wl1at 
0iS certain that the mere belief ·that abdication 

would induce all the less advanced 
. the' party .to 

with · their · 
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will,: b~ . ca~va~sed will in large measun~/ become the 
action of the ' King. There is a classical instance of this 
in the analogous case of the DominiOIJ of Canada, 
in which in 1926 the Governor General, tP.e able and 
popular Lord Byng, felt bound to refu~e a dissolution 
of Parliament to his Prime Minister. He was forced · 
by the refusal of the Comrnons · to ~fford . support to 
the Premier who replaced Mr. Mackenzie King, to grant 
a dissolution, and at it the late Prime Minister. con,
centrated so effectively on t~ constitutional issue of 

< • 

the intervention of the representative of the Crown that 
the new government was defeated decisively, and that 
too despite clear indications that, if the fight had been 
on the merits of the Liberal ministry, it would have 
gone down to disaster. It may at once be admitted that 
such a contest would seriously affect the position of the 
Crown, even if the new ministry emerged victorious. 
It might well be that the republican movement which 
for a time was strong in Queen Victoria's reign might 
be revived. 

A further consideration to be borne in mirid is 
the comparatively brief duration of Parliament ; any 
erroneous policy of the ministry must in about four 
years or so come before the electorate for verdict, and 1: 
there is wide agreement among politicians that the people 
judge well a fait accompli. · 

In any case many factors must be weighed, the character 
and date of the ministerial mandate, ·the subject matter 
involved, and the measure of urgency. Clearly, had 
the King disapproved of the policy of his. government 
towards Germany in the crisis of March, 1936, it woulti 
have been a very grave step to accept the responsibility 
of refusal to adopt it, thus either compelling the ministry 
to accept an attitude which it . disapproved or to . resign,. · 
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with the resulting weakening of the government at 
a moment of grave danger of war. In such a case the 
responsibility of ministers and Crown alike is very 
grave, and the risk of compromise of an unsatisfactory 
character is always present. 

The King may, of course, urge a government whose 
views he regards as out of touch with the electorate 
to refer the matter to the people by referendum, or, 
as normal in British politics, by a dissolution. This 
obviously is a 1nuch leS~> extreme use of royal power 
than dismissal or enforced resignation, for the govern
ment can go to the country with all the advantages 

· . that appertain to the ministry in office. But naturally 
the ministry may demur ; the acceptance of the need 
of an election twice in 1910 was partly due to the change 
in the person of the sovereign, partly to the fundamental 
character of the constitutional change involved which 
rendered the ministry amenable to the royal wishes. 
It is significant that in 1914 the ministry would not 
dissolve, and the Crown was not in a position to force 
it so to act, for the critical situation in Europe demanded 
that the country should not be distracted by a general 
election. In the same spirit of prime regard to funda
mental interests, the King did not accept the urgent request 
of many Conservative politicians that he should take 
advantage of the incident of the resignations of officers· 
of the cavalry brigade stationed at the Curragh in 
Ireland rather than act against the anti-government 
forces in Ulster, to dismiss the ministry and empower 
a Conservative government to appeal to the country. 
. The most vital issue arises on questions of the altera
tion of the constitution ; in regard to these the King 
holds a special position which will be discussed below. 



VI 

THE KING, P.'\ULIAMEXr, AND JHE ,COI'J'STITUTI<>-N 

I. The Crown in Parliamctlt .. . ..... . 
pARLiAMENT had its origin in the counsellors summoned 

to advise the King, and tracesof itsorigirt persist 
in the fact that the Houses meet by royal invitation, 
sit in the royal palace of W e~tminster, are opened by 
royal 'pcrmiRsion, and continue in workrng at the royal 
pleasure. It is now customary to . dissqlyt: R:!XJ!!l_f!!.~QL .. > 
by a royal proclamation w"hich- provides for the 
summoning of another ; an Order .in Council. is passe<j. 
directing the issue of writs to summon tht: pee;r,s; a114. 
to the returning officers of counties and boro11ghs to 
procure the election of members of the Comn)ons. 
The Crown again is the authority to prorogue .. Parlia~ 
ment, .· which may be done . by the ·. King in persor1 io't; 
normally by a Commission appointed _ by the ~ing. , 
The Crown again assents to Dills passed by the. Houses; -
in this case also the duty is normally delegatedto three 
Lords by . a Commission signed by the King; 1ri theii 
presence the titles of the Bills are read, arid . tlie' Clerk 
of the Parliaments declares the rQyal assentin :N()rmari 
:r:rench. The opening of Parliament is mark('!d by . 
the delivery of the King's speech which-is, as w:e .liaV:e 
seen, essentially the work of ministers and ·. indicates 
the programme of legislation before 1:he ' Houses ;'> the 
closing of the session is the .occasion of . anoth~r speepl:J, ; 
summarising the work effected and commenting/ on any 
other matter which seems desirable to the .government. 

In. these matters . the action of the King is . 11ormally .. 
formal, but since Edward VII reviyed the prartiC(! -it · 
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date. It would clearly be a most dangerous increase 
of the already excessive power of th~ Prime Minister 
were it to be left in his hands to decide ori a disSolution 
over the heads of his colleagues, and even against the 
wishes of the majority. 

On many occasions the right of a minister to recom
mend, and of the Crown to grant, . a dissolutio11 is plain. 
If a ministry resigns on defeat, as did that of Lord 
Rosebery in r895, or for lack of cohesion and a con
structive policy, as did that CJ.f Mr. Balfour in 1905, 
or on the defection of a large sectjon ~s in I92:2,th~
incoming government must clearly dissolve if it is to be 
able to carry on business. But the more usual course. 
is for a defeated ministry to dissolve and appeal for 
a popular verdict in its favour, as Edward .Vll wo\lld 
have wished Mr. Balfour to do in 1905, as Gladstone 
did in ri\86, and Mr. R. MacDonald in r924. The 
last instance is a crucial example of the exercise of the 
royal discretion. The Prime Minister was only the 
head of a minority party, which had held office with 
the support of the Liberals. Mr. Asquith had clearly 
indicated that in such a case in his view the Crown 
retained a full discretion as to its action \\'hen asked 
to dissolve, and he doubtless felt that an offer to him 
to form a government would have been in order,following 
the practice in Dominion parliaments at that time in 
like circumstances. But the King took the sound , 
view, which the result of the elections amply confirmed, 
that the time was ripe for the decision of the issue by 
the people. He thus added strength to the view that 
only in . the most remarkable circumstances is it right 
for the Crown to refuse reference to the electorate, 
who are in the ultimate issue the true holder; of sovereign 
authority. In the same way the Crown will sanction a 
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dissolution even soon after an election if the proposal is 
dictated by the desire to secure the verdict of the people 
on a new issue which has become urgent ; thus in 
1923 Mr. Baldwin asked for and received a dissolution 
which unexpectedly disapproved his request for a mandate 
to move towards protective tariffs. The dissolution 
of 1931, which was much resented by the Labour party, 
was clearly necessary after the formation of the 
National government, for that ministry was anxious 
to embark on '\hat provoo in 1932 to be a definite policy 
of the protection of industry, leading inevitably to further 
complication of the most difficult economic situation 
of Europe. The dissolution of 1935 was partly justified 
by the convenience of date, but mainly by the plea that 
the ministry desired to have a clear mandate as to the 
line of foreign policy to be adopted in view of the diffi
culties created by the Italian onslaught on Ethiopia 
in violation of the League Covenant and the Kellogg 
Pact. As in the case of the election of rgoo which 
was ascribed to partisan motives, its critics naturally 
thought that the dominant motive was to capitalise the 
desire of the public to uphold the League of Nations 
in favour of the ministry, whose policy on unemployment 
had impaired its popularity. It is, in any case, clear 
that the Crown could not with any propriety have 
rCfused the request of the ministry in either case. A 
dissolution is also plainly proper after any great electoral 
change, as in r868, r885, rgr8 and rgzy. 

In one case, however, it is clear that a dissolution 
should not be asked for; if asked for, it should not be 
accorded without serious consideration. If a ministry goes 
to the polls ,and is defeated, it is patent that it cannot 
ask for another chance to secure power. But the same 
principle applies, though less simply, to the case where 
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a ministry wins a hollow victory at the . po,lls and 
shortly afterwards finds itself in .- difficl,\lties. 'I'hen 
the questio.il.' of granting or refusing a dis~ofutiofr{si-eally 
difficult. _The only effective criteriop is to ~sk .whether 

_ from the existing Commons a government <,;ar1 b~ fonnecl 
\\•hich can carry on the administration for a reasonable 
period without itself having to ask for -a dissolution. 
If one ' can be secured, then a dissolution J1lay properly 
be refused. If not, then a dissolution sho1,1ld be accorded. 
It was on this point that in tke Canad~n case of 1926 
Lord Byng went wrong. His action would have been 
entit·cly justified if Mr. Meighen had been able to 
carry on the government without a dissolution, ~I?:~L, _ 

-it seems clear that the Governor General acted under 
the belief that this would be the case. As matters 
actually worked out, Lord llyng was forced to give to 
Mr. Meighen, whose ministry had been disapproved 
by the Commons, the dissolution which he had refused 
to the undefeated Mr. King. - -

The question remains : In what circumstances, if 
any, can the King insist on a dissolution of Parliament 
without giving his ministers justification for resignation 
and the undertaking of a campaign against the monarch's 
unconstitutional action ? The answer seems ' dearly 
to be that such action is permissible only if the ministry 
puts forward some vital issue on which the people \'V~re 
not consulted effectively at the general election; - It is 
patent that this statement leaves abundant room for 
debate, but the complexity of all issue.s in politics 
negatives any simple solutions _ of _ such problems. We 
cannot, however, accept the doctrine that . a ministry 
once elected is at liberty to create its QW:I;l. ·-• polky ; •· \V~ . 
may agree that it is certainly not bound to submit to 
the electorate full details of ,its projects; itsufficesto 

' ' 
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d~d-fc~{; -~· -ir~~riy tfie intention-. to. dea] (ir~sticallywith ' . 
the' _p:owers 9f the House of Lords . witJiqut s~IJJ[\1-itting •. , > 

>i•th~ .. _t~*i: '':Of 'die: Bill , iq .exteTtso. · · The ·1de'a .••. of .·a/ rigid 
_., .. 'ma~~af~·:,:i~) ~qntracyto,. sound principle, forPacliainent < 

• has ,,~he·,, ~lil!e,Q:tial : Jl.lnction q( debate; 'and .to ~ttempttq<' ' ··•· 
t~k~ -t~is ~Way is to fxssen seriously the y~Iue of Parlia-

. · ... ·ril¢1\t;; In:· most, •. cases,: however, there · .. ·.· can ·· be. C()Il)

p~J;a~h;t;iyp~tlt! doubt as to the ~andate, butthe .• Ct"own 
can, always plead. for a dissolution, if there be legitimate 
do~]:,t:i • ':['h¢ . • di§solution. of 1910 . cannot be •. said t() 
li<tY~ > q~en l~~c~nstitutionally ·extracted · from ministers. . .·· . 

. . --·· The· .. isS,l.l_~s . which -were to be decided were so far"" . 
· ~ reacqing ·that nothing short of dissolution would gave 
' made the 'will of the ,cotmtrv dear. On the other .h,and, 

,--3ft¢;~- the _:-passing of t~e>•P~rliament Bill and .. after the .·. 
· --dis~J~_si'o"n,s' iri the co\}ntry of Home Rule, no government 

,could-ha:ve: ·heen expected to . dissolve .. once, more on 
· the Goviir~merit of Ireland BilL Doubtless the measure . 
• w~.$ ~ltsre4 considerabl¥ in ·• _its .pa5sage •• ·through>the 
.. Jt9J.l~.<J. _of ,.yomillons, but .all . that was done was fairly 
' 'witHin::u1e essential nature of the measure. 
· >It' .i~, h().Wever, dear that, if in any case the Crown 
·should fet;l uQableifa, .Billis passed to accord it assent, 

I . ·.· .the proper c'ourse ,»'ould be to intimate this to. ministers 
' ' 'and tirge ~hem to diss.olveParliament in order. to secure .• 
· .• tlfe _. vi~d1ci::. (Jf .,rhe cou1ltry. .It is, ·. indeed; s01netimes . 
-~ : saii(' ti1at · 'ih.~ . ~oyi!.L . ~eto , of .. Bills is · <:lbsoktc .•.. sin<;e it has ·.• .···.• 
· . . ~Qt: })eert e~b~cisedsincei7o7, but .this statement merely ·: ,. 
~eails that .)neasures ·J1ave beei1 taken ·in • the past • to · 
secure #~l!.t ii1o •.·. Bill, shall • he .. presented · for. the • royal 
as~ent i~l suc}J_ a for-m that the Crown \Vould refuse to 

. acc?rdit. queen Victoria had no hesitation in warning 
J.,qrd Derby jn I 859 th.at she would never consent to 
sanction tl1e creation of an army in India distinct from 

·.·:.\ : · .~ ' . . :.; 
·' ·-/·;'_- -:· ,. 
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that known as the army of the crown, and itt the long 
run, though not ·. at the moment, her aim was assured. 
Lord Halsbury onNov: 5, 1913 made ·it clear,' asMr. 
Bonar Law had done on Jan. 24, that in his view the 
King had the right to refuse assent to the Government 
of Ireland Bill and that he should exercise that right. 

3· The King as Guardian of the Constitutiorl 
The controversy over the Parliament Bill and the 

Government of Ireland Bill.suggests a problem of 
fundamental importance. To what degre'e is it incumbent 
on the ]{ing to safeguard the constitution frorn alteni
tion not endorsed by the full assent of the people} · 
It is one of the fundamental characteristics of the Dritish · 
constitution that it has no provision for a special 
procedure in the matter of altering the constitution; 
it was this characteristic which provoked the famous 
declaration of De Tocqueville that there was no British 
constitution. The constitntion can be amended by the 
same procedure as any other change in the law can be 
made. This position, of course, is merely a historical 
accident ; it was only slowly that Parliament was felt 
to have absolute power ; the emigrants to America 
carried with them the tradition found in Coke that 

/-<6 
the1:e were fundamental laws which Parliament could · 
not violate, and their belief in this doctrine was one 
of the causes why Britain and her American colonies 
parted company. Cromwell would gladly have seen 
provided fundamentals which might not be violated · 
by any law. But the position has long been clear ; 
Parliament is so sovereign that it cannot bind itself to 
deal with constitutional legislation in any special way. 
Moreover, when the vital question of enacting the 
Parliament Bill was raised, its sponsors refused to make 
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any exception in its provisions of laws amending the 
constitution. They no less than any ordinary measure 
can be passed over the head of the House of Lords 
subject only to the power of the latter to delay enactment 
for · rather over two years. 

It was inevitable that over this Bill, which at the 
same .time punished the Lords for its rejection of Mr. 
Lloyd George's budget by depriving them of all power 
in matters of finance so certified by the Speaker of 
the Commons,. there sl!ould have been waged bitter 
warfare, and as already mentioned it is clear that the 
King rightly expected that the government would by 
the dissolution of November 1910 secure a mandate 
from the people. There can be no doubt that the 
result of the election, which left almost unchanged the 
figures given by the election of January I9IO, proved 
that there was a sufficient body of opinion in the country 
to justify action, and in these circumstances George V's 
promise if necessary to create sufficient peers to carry 
the measure through the House of Lords, which was 
made public on July 21, 191 r, was inevitable. The 
King had shown that he was fully conscious of the 
gravity of the changes made ; he had been active in 
securing in July 1910 a conference of two members 
of each of the four parties vitally concerned in an 
attempt to solve the Irish imbroglio, and to avoid the 
necessity of further definition of the rights of the 
Commons. Those who criticised his giving. of the 
pledge clearly erred ; they asked their sovereign to set 
himself up as a partisan and ':J prefer his own opinion 
to that of the country. But the King is a guardian of 
the constitution only in the sense that it is his privilege 
and duty to secure through his power that the consti
tution shall only be amended with full authority. That 
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so drastic a. measure as the ParliamenfAcfwas passed 
was. the .outcome. of the vehement<opposition of the 
House of Lords to· the measures .of th~ Hberal (j-pyer11· 
ment, despite . its clear mandate to pass. many of the 
Bills which the Lords rejected. It is • significant that 
Edward VII t.ook exception to the vehemence of the 
upper chamber and, vainly, strove to induce accords. 
The Lords, however, had been so strengthened by the 
influx of strong party men from the Comlnons, and of 
leaders of finance and industry, ihat it no Jonger exercised 
that balance of judgment which throughout the reign of 
Victoria prevented any serious movement to affect it. 
It is instructive to contrast the attitude of Queen 
Victoria who in r894 was eager to force a dissolution 
on her ministers in order to prevent • any· possibility 
of their dealing with the Lords. 

The Parliament Act, however, did not tentove. the 
difficulties in the path of the King, for the opposition· to 
the • Government of Ireland Bill evoked a . bitterness 
of opposition whic!l was fanned by the delioerate assertions 
of the leader of the opposition and the ex-Lord Chancellor 
thatthe King could and indeed should refuse his assent 
to the measure, if and when presented to him for .assent 
under the provisions of the Parliament Act. It is 
impossible to regard this demand as justified. The Kjng 
was being urged to substitute his own opinion once more 
for that of the people, and to frustrate by a . purely 
revolutionary use of power a change which, far-going 
as it might be, had been passed by the due procedure 
and with the backing of the electorate determined. in 
the normal mode. Moreover it must be remembe.red 
that once more the King summoned a conference in a 
last hope to achieve accord. Under these circumstances, 
even if war had not intervened to bring about a . com-
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promise, there can be no doubt that the King was 
constitutionally bound to assent. lt remains, of course, 
true that neither party acted wisely in the issue. Both 
ignored a fundamental justice in the claims of the other ; 
the moral grounds which demanded autonomy for 
Southern Ireland demanded like treatment for Ulster, 
and the fruit of this clash of wills was destined to be the 
definitive destruction of a unity which might with 
greater wisdom have been preserved, and years of a 

. peculiarly horrible civil ~ar. 
The net resl:tlt, of course, is that the constitution 

is still without safeguards other than the thankless 
duty of the King. The most obvious menace lies in the 
policy of the Labour party to seek a majority pledged 
to demand from the King, as the price of taking office, 
a promise forthwith to override by the creation of peers 
any opposition which may be offered to the immediate 
carrying out of the Labour policy of destroying the 
capitalist system. The method proposed contemplates 
legislation of a penal character to punish financiers and 
others who might use their financial" power to counter 
the efforts of the ministry and legislation authorising 
the carrying out of the socialisation of industry, finance 
and . agriculture by Orders in Council, power being 
given to the Commons by resolution to annul any judg
ments of the courts. It is plain that this is a rather 
revolutionary project. The true mode of procedure 
is clearly by legislation under the Parliament Act, and 
direct pressure on the King to force him to facilitate 
on the strength of a single general election such drastic 
measures is open to serious cnt1c1sm. There is, in 
fact, no doubt that constitutionally the procedure 
suggested is unjustified ; it is plain that it can only be 
resorted to, if the electorate deliberately approves by a 
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substantial ·majority the procedure proposed; In any 
other event the King would plainly be ent.itle<f t() d~o:ia.!ld 
that recourse should be had to the ·slower but proper 
action under the Parliament Act. If this request were 
refused, it would . remain for the government to .advise 
a dissolution in order to test the issue finally, or to resign 
and leave the King to dissolve Parliament on the advice 
of another ministry which would probably find the 
treatment of the sovereign by the opposition a llsefql 
electoral asset. • • 
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THE KING AND THE LAW 

l. • The Crown·. as the Fountain ofJustice 
THOUGH the traditional position of the Crown as 

the • SOJ,\rce • whence .. justice • is derived remains 
unaltered, . the .personal• intervention of the sovereign 
has long since. utterly ceased. The ingenuity of Coke 
persuaded Jameslthat he could not act as judge in a 
c?urt of . comU1on . law ; the abolition of the Star 
Chaf11.ber.bythe Long Parliament in 1641 destroyed the 
judicial activity of the King in the Council, and the 
only, but .iU1portant, .•. power. remaining. to the King was 
the power to remoye at pleasure and to appoint judges, 
'YPO thl1s might safely be expected to follow the maxim 
of· Bacon . and. be lions under the throne. The Act of 
§ettlement, .I7DT, assured judges of security of tenure 
and • virtually . provided that they might. be removed 
from office . only . on • the . passing of addresses · to the 
Crown fro))l both Houses of Parliament.. Fortunately 
judicial misconduct ..• is virtually unknown, so that. the 
procediJre remains in • abeyance. The appointment of 
jl.ldges •·· ()f the S1.1preme Court is vested in the Crown ; 
it is exercis.ed as regards the p<lisne judges on the advice 
of the Lord Chancellor ; patronage in the case of the 
other.J)lembers ·of the court. and of the Lords of Appeal 
in Ordinary,. wh() sit as life members in the House of 
Lords as the final court of appeal for the United King
dom, rests with the Prime Minister. In these • matters 
tbe ·King naturally is not in the position to ex:ercise 
an independent judgment, and the source whence issues 

c* 73 
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.·the recommendation is accepted as· .negativing · need 
for enqui;y. . . .... ..··· 

To the King in Council lie appeals from the 
ecclesia8tical courts in England, frorri. prize ccourts, 
and from the courts of the overseas territories of the 
Crown. But under statutory provisions these iappeals · .. 
at"e disposed of by the Judicial Committ.ee of the Privy 
Council, which is so constituted as to be virtually art 
ordinary court of justice. The conneCtion of theKing 
with the procedure remains cw.ly in thefact that the 
Judicial Committee's advice must he tteated as unani
mous, the majority prevailing, so that no dissentient 
judgments or variant judgments can be delivered, and 
that effect is given to· the finding of the Court by a 
formal Order in Council. But no question ofdiscretion 
arises in this matter ; the responsibility of ministers is 
for once not engaged, for the Order is really no more than 
ajudi:cial decree. 

Judicial proceedings are couched in ··· the name of the 
King but judicial writs as a rule issue under .the seal ·· 
of the court. Criminal proceedings are also conducted 
in the royal name, and the Crown has its law officers, 
the Attorney General and the Solicitor General, to 

. represent it in both criminal and civil business, while 
a special department considers cases in which public 
prosecution is desirable as opposed to leaving the matt€<r 
to the ordinary process of private prosecution. It is the 
right of the Crown through its representative to . stop · 
criminal proceedings in any court by intimating refusal 
to prosecute the case, and thus . both in"initiating and in 
stopping prosecutions a wide power is . vested in• the 
Crown. It was intervention in a prosecution for sed.ition 
that formed the episode on which the feeble and disunited 
government of Mr. MacDonald in 1924 chose to accept 
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defeat. But in these matters the 
consulted. 

75 
King is never 

. 2. The Prerogative of Mercy 
The Crown also has the right of pardoning any crime 

of a public character, and by statute it may remit 
penalties even when part or whole may be payable 
to some other person, for instance to a public informer 
under the Sunday Observance Act, 1780, a power which 
has recently been exe);cised. The pardon may be 
absolute or conditional ; in the case of capital sentences 
the :condition is usually imprisonment with or without 
hard labour. Pardons are regularly granted on the 
advice of the Home Secretary, who acts either on the 
report of the judge who tried the case or on the applica
tion of the prisoner or a friend. Reprieves are also 
granted in a similar manner, normally pending com
mutation of a death sentence. On an application for 
pardon the Home Secretary may require the report on 
the case of the Court of Criminal Appeal. Prior to 
the reign of Queen Victoria the consideration of certain 
classes of death sentences with a view to determine 
the issue whether the capital sentence should be executed 
or not was still undertaken by the King in Cabinet, 
by a curious anomaly ; but this mle was abolished 
in the interest of the young Queen, and the whole 
operation of the prerogative of mercy is left to the 
Home Secretary. The royal intervention, therefore, 
is now formal. The sovereign is never consulted 
regarding the execution of death sentences, even when 
these are brought before the Cabinet, but the form 
of grant of pardon is still that of a sign manual warrant 
countersigned by the Home Secretary ; prior to 1827 
Letters Patent were requisite. A pardon may be 
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granted before or after conviction, but in 1679 the 
Commons . resolved in Danby's case that· no cpardon 
could bar an impeachment by the Commons, . though 
after impeachment the Crown may pardon. 

3· The Immunities of the Crown and its Servants 
The King is in large measure above the •taw, as · 

follows from the fact that he 'is the source of law. He 
cannot be arrested, nor can an arrest be effected in 
his presence or within the ver~e of a . royal palace, nor 
can judicial process be served therein•; . that of the 
palace of Westminster extends from Charing Cross to 
Westminster Hall. The King's goods may not be 
taken in execution nor a distress levied on his lands ·; 
Crown chattels on the land of a third party may not be 
seized in execution or in distress. The King may not 
give evidence in his own cause ; hence in cases of treason 
or felony his testimony is excluded. He is not bound 
by any statute unless this is made expressly the case or 
is necessarily implicit in its terms. These rules apply 
equally to the King in his personal aspect and to him 
in his public capacity. 

The contracts of the Crown are subject to certain 
special principles. Save by special stat~tory authority 
no contract can deprive the Crown of the right to dismiss 
at pleasure a public servant whether of the civil or the 
defence services. All contracts which involve the 
payment of money must be read subject to the implied 
condition that authority for money payments must be 
provided directly or indirectly by Parliament, and if 
provision is not made the contract cannot be enforced. 
In any case contracts can be enforced only by the process 
known. as _ petition of right, which involves as a pre
liminary to the hearing of the case the royal permission, 
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but this is regularly accorded if there is any possible 
doubt as to the validity of the claim. The :oame 
procedure is available to bring claims relating to real or 
personal property which is alleged to be wrongfully 
in the hands of the Crown, and it has been allowed to 
he employed to enforce rights for compensation given 
by statute or under the rules of international law. 
It is also possible in some cases to obtain a declaratory 
judgment against the Attorney General which may affect 
the rights of -.he Crow1't, but it seems clear that this 
procedure should not be employed where the petition 
of right lies. No suit lies against the King in tort, nor 
can a criminal prosecution be brought against him ; 
the courts are his own, and therefore cannot exercise 
jurisdiction over their possessor. For the sake of 
simplicity, hy statute arrangements exist for direct 
suit against named defendants in matters affecting 
the private estates of the King. 

The servants of the Crown cannot be held liable 
on Crown contracts, for they are presumed to contract 
for the Crown as their principal. On the other hand, 
as the King can do no wrong, torts of servants cannot 
be . imputed to the Crown ; hence servants may be 
punished for crimes or sued for torts in the ordinary 
courts, nor can they plead state necessity, nor the orders 
of the Crown or of a superior officer, though in the case 
of members of the defence forces obedience to orders not 

. manifestly illegal may be deemed sufficient excuse to 
negative guilt of crime. Government departments are 
in much the same position, though in a few cases, e.g. 
that of the Minister of Transport, the right to sue and 
be sued are both given. Normally the Crown or its 
representatives can sue whenever private persons could, 
and in addition the Crown possesses a considerable 
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numbe'r of special remedies. Crown debts ·as a> ruie 
have pr.eference over other debts, though thi~ h~ bee!\ 
limited by · statute in the case of bankruptcy and the 
winding up of compan1es. · · ... ·... · . . 

The judges of the Crown are exempt from judiCial 
process . for all judicial actions whether done maliciousl)i 
or not, if within their jurisdiction, or even .if not within 
that jurisdiction unless they knew or had means of 
knowing . that jurisdiction was lacking. All public 
officers have procedural advantages, for. actions against 
them must be brought within a period of six months. 

The immunities of the Crown in England do not 
extend to Scotland where the Crown can be directly 
sued as against the Lord Advocate. In the oversea.s 
territories of the Crown direct suit in contract and 
even in tort often lies either by usage or by express 
statutory provision. 
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THE KING AS THE FOUNTAIN OF HONOUR 

I. Royal Ensigns and Armorial Flags and Banners 

TH:m~~~t ~~ t~:te~~~~:d t~in~d:~ a~:; t~e e;;{~~~ 
dominions is vested in the King, the right being given 

. statutory form by the l-Jnion with Ireland Act, r8oo. 
Under the prociamation of r8o r the fleur-de-lys, attesting 
the claim to the kingdom of France which George III 
had renounced, disappeared, and in I837 on the separa
tion of the kingdom of Hanover the arms of that country 
also vanished, and the arms therefore now consist of those 
of England in the first and fourth quarters, with those 
of Scotland in the second and of Ireland in the third. 
Licences may be granted by the King for the use 
royal arms, for instance in the case of tn•uesm,en 
supply the royal household ; unauthorised use 
offence punishable by a fine. 

The royal standard is solely the personal flag of the 
King~ It is not to be used except in the case of the 
actual presence in a building of His Majesty, and the 
practice of displaying it promiscuously is wholly im
proper, and in Scotland where the office of the Lyon 
King at Arms is still endowed with judicial authority, 
such use may be punished. In England in such cases 
the loss of coercive power by the Heralds' College renders 
the impropriety immune from legal punishment.· In 
the first and fourth quarters appear the three leopards 
or lions passant gardant of England, in the second the 
lion of Scotland, while in the third the Irish harp strikes 
a mi.lder note. 
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The Union flag, the Union Jack, which is required 
to be used in all the King's flags on sea and land, 
combines the crosses of St. Andrew and St. Patrick 
with that of St. George. It appears on the white 
ensit,"ll which consists of the cross of St. Gcorgc; ·witha 
Union Jack described in a canton in the upper corner 
next the staff. The blue and red ensigns are blue and 
red flags, with the Union Jack placed as in the white 
ensign. 'rhe white ensign is the flag ofllis Majesty's 
ships in comr_nission, the blue. ensign a_f other public 
vessels and o.i merchant vessels commanded by officers 
of the Royal Naval Reserve with the consent of the 
Admiralty ; the red ensign is the flag of all other 
British vessels, and the misuse of flags is a crirl1irial 
offence under the Merchant Shipping Act, r894. Fot 
the private individual as for government departments 
the "Cnion Jack is the legitimate flag to display, and it 
may be freely used. 

z. Titles of Honour and Precedence 
The King is by common law the fount<1in of all 

honour and dignity, and his right to determine precedence 
is further laid down by a statute of Henry VIII . in 
I539· No subject can acquire a new title or dignity 
except by grant from the I< ing, unless indeed it be 
conferred by Parliament or in the case of a ·female . be 
acquired by marriage. . 

Titles of honour are conferred either by Letters 
Patent, or by writ of summons in the case of peers, or by 
corporeal investiture in the case of . knights and those of 
less status . 

There are in general no restrictions on the power of 
the Crown to create peerages of the United Kingdom. 
On the other hand, by the Union with [reland Act, r8oo, 
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the Crown was only to create one peer for every three 
peerages which became extinct , and to fill vacancies 
if the number of I rish peers not entitled to hereditary 
seats in the Lords fell below a hundred. The probability 
of further creations may be ruled out, as the election of 
representative peers from freland to sit in the House of 
Lords has ceased with the creation of the Irish Free 
State, and the disappearance of the Lord Chancellor 
of Ireland through \vhose instrumentality the elections 
used to be arranged. • In the case of Scotland the 
practice· of cr~ation has been dropped, though it is not 
certain whether the Union with Scotland Act, 1707 
forbidR further creations. New peers therefore are peers 
of the United Kingdom and are entitled, if males, to s1t in 
the House of Lords, a r ight restricted in the case of Scots 
and Irish peers to selected representatives. It is im
possible for the King to create a life peerage which will 
entitle the holder to sit in the House of Lords unless 
statutory provision is made, as has been done in the case 
of the seven Lords of Appeal in Ordinary ; the bishops 
of course sit merely for life, but their case is due to 
historical causes. The disadvantages of the restriction 
are considerable, but attempts to alter the law have all 
failed , pending som~ reconstruction on a radical scale 
of the upper chamber. If a peerage descends to co-heirs 
as co-parceners, it falls into abeyance , but the King 
can terminate the abeyance at discretion by issuing a 
writ of summons to the chosen co-heir if a commoner 
and a man, or by the grant of the title by Letters Patent 

a woman . A hereditary title cannot be aliened, 
exchanged or surrendered, nor can any person now 
be depriveJ thereof save by Act of Parliament. 

Claims for peerages are decided on reference hy the 
King to Committee of Privileges of the Lords. In 
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the case Of b~ronetcies which date from James I, the 
establishment of a Privy Council Committee t() keep 
an authentic roll of the baronetage secures •. the D.on.:. 
recognition of bogus claims. . .·. . . 

The value placed on hereditary titles renders it 'natural 
that special efforts should be made to obtain them, 
notably during the war period when Mr. Lloyd George's 
political fund was asserted to have been co~side~ably 
augmented by payments from aspit:ants to tl:le · p~erage 
or baronetage. The King was nat~ally specially concerned 
with add.itions to the number of holders• of hereditary 
titles, but in this matter, as usual, the . rule is that the 
royal assent is given if the Prime Minister pres..'les. 
Thus Edward V{I yielded to Sir H. Campbell Banner
man's desire to have 'sixteen peers created in the first 
six months of his government, and he even acquiesced 
in Lord Pirrie's peerage, though in 1909 he protested · 
with just acerbity at his having been asked to confer 
the K.P. on that peer, when it turned out that none of · 
the knights of that order would attend his investiture · 
which had therefore to be carried out in private. Some
thing, however, was accomplished by public opinion 
and the report of a Royal Commission in 1922; the 
Honours (Prevention of Abuses) Act, 1925, penalises 
those who ask for, and those who offer or give, money 

·to secure honours, and the Prime · Minister is · riow 
expected to appoint three Privy Councillors as a ·political 
Honours Scrutiny Committee, whose business it is to 
report to him on the character and antecedents · of persons 
whom it . is proposed to honour. Moreover, it ·is . now · 
expected that the ground of the . conferring of an .honour 
shall be intimated i~ the published list. Whether the 
precautions taken have had any result in improying· 
the qualit,Y of the recipients of honours is open to doubt. 
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At any rate there is no doubt that since 1900 the recklessly 
generous bestowal of honours has lessened the value 
in which they are held. 

Apart from hereditary honours there are the various 
orders of knighthood. With those of the Garter, Thistle 
and St. Patrick the King is naturally closely concerned, 
but recommendations are made by the Prime Minister, 
just as in the case of peerages, and, if the King desires 
that any member of his family should receive a peerage 
or honour, it js still n~essary that the recommendation 
should come from the Prime JVIinister. The less important 

. Orders of the Bath, St. Michael and St. George, the Star 
of India, the Indian Empire, the British Empire, and 
the Imperial Service Order are naturally given in the 
main on departmental recommendations, and do not 
excite active interest on the part of the Crown. Knights 
Bachelor are . recommended by the Prime Minister, 

· who through the Permanent Secretary to the Treasury 
controls all civil service honours ; judges on appointment 
invariably are knighted, and mayors and other civil 
dignitaries may expect like treatment; the Lord Mayor 
of London is given a baronetcy, occasionally also the 
Lord Provost of Edinburgh. 

It is instructive to note that with the widening of the 
interests of the sovereigns a change has come over the 
character of the honours conferred. It is hardly credible 
now that Queen Victoria should have definitely negatived 
the urgent and most reasonable request of Lord Salisbury 
to appoint Sir F: Leighton to the House of Lords in 
r89r ; the peerage was only given in r896, a few days 
before his Jeath. It is .true that Lord Kelvin's peerage 
i·as granted when Leighton's was negatived, but doubtless 
the reason was the assurance given of his importance 
as . a leader among the scanty band of Unionists in 
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Scotland. In the same spirit th~ Queen was not yvilling 
to confer the Privy Councillorship on a mere ·. artist. 
With· th.is contrasts interestingly the attitude of Edward 
VII who pressed his Prime Minister to include in the 
honours list the American artists Abbey _and Sargent, 
as well as Herkomer and Orchardson, inthe first two 
cases unavailingly. The royal right of criticism is · well 
illustrated by the King's objections to Lord Pirrie, 
and to Hay Lankester's KC.B. on the · ground that he 
had hccn di~rnissed from the Mttural Hi~tory Museum 
and had not passed through the normal routine of a 
C. B., and the harmonious co-operation of minister _ 
and King is shown in the decision in 1907 to 11egati~e _ 
the desi re of the King of Siam to receive the Garter, 
which was opposed by Sir E. Grey on the perfectly 
sound ground that it was a mistake to confer so high 
an honour on any non-Christian sovereign except our 
ally, the Emperor of Japan. 

The King retains control of two orders in the sense 
that he does not feel bound to act on ministerial advice, 
though suggestions may of course be mooted. The 
first is the Hoyal Victorian Order, which is the order 
naturally given to those who have r endered some service 
to the sovereign of a more or less personal. kind, and · 
which in May 1936 was opened to women; the second 
is the Order ·of Merit, which has been awarded with 
satisfactory result..;; to men of high intellectual distinction, 
such as Thomas Hardy, who would not have welcomed 
the ordinary honours. 

Honours are valid throughout the Empire ; hence 
Dominion governments cannot be the final authority 
in the award of honours to persons domiciled or normally 
resident therein. No honour can be bestowed by 
constitutional usage save with their consent, and normally 
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on their recommendation, but the final decision must 
rest with the King on the advice of the Dominions 
Secretary and the Prime Minister. But in the Dominions 
there is serious doubt regarding the propriety of the 
award of honours at all, and in general the award of 
hereditary honours is regarded as ill-suited to Dominion 
social conditions ; there is indeed a measure of absurdity 
in creating a Canadian a peer when geographical 
considerations render his presence in England and the 
Lords sporadic. Hen~ the Union of South Africa 
and the Irish• Free State make no recommendations, 
nor under Labour administrations are they sent from 
Australia, while in the period since 1919 only Mr. 
Bennett ventured to defy the overwhelming weight 
of Canadian feeling against honours, which are repugnant 
to the character of American society. 

Precedence is regulated at the royal pleasure, and 
this is a matter in which the King's wishes naturally 
prevail. Even in the Dominions the lists are submitted 
for his approval, though necessarily it rests with the 
Dominion governments to inclicate their desires as 
to the 'relative precedence of their ministers and officials ; 
there is in Australia the complication of a differing 
precedence in Commonwealth and States. lt is some
times felt in the United Kingdom that too little attention 
is still paid to changed conditions ; certainly it was 
anomalous that it was only in r905 that the Prime 
Minister was awarded precedence and then only after 
the Archbishop of York. 



IX 

THE I{ING AND THE CHURCHES OF 'ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND 

T~E Church of England is the est~blished .chur~h 
of England and its relations with the Crown arc 

close and important. Under the Act for i:he Submission 
of the Clergy, 1534, the authority of the Crown is 
necessary for the meeting of the .Convocations of(;at}ter
bury and York, the King issuing Iette~s of business 
on which they act. Moreover, to make canons, it ·is 
requisite that a royal licence in the form of Letters 
Patent should be issued, and permission to promulge 
must be given in like form. The control .of the Crown, 
however, over church legislation, which was thus complete, 
hilS been lessened by the Church of England Assembly 
(Powers) Act, 1919 under which the Church Assembly 
acts free from royal control, save in the necessity of 
obtaining the royal assent to any measure; · itisaccorded " 
by the clerk of Parliaments in the same form as • t6 . an 
Act of Parlianient, for measures have . legal effect only 
after approval by both Houses. The Crown, therefore, 
is in regard to ecclesiastical legislation in virtually the 
same position as regards other legislation ; if the 
revised Prayer Book had beenapproved by the Comrp.ons 
as well as the Lords in 1927 or 1928, the Crown, it may 
safely be assumed, would have assented whatever the 
personal feelings of the King. It is true, of course, that 
under his coronation oath the King is boundto .upllold 
~he Protestant faith, but the assent of the two Arch~ 
bishops must have sufficed to obviate any objection 
of the King on that score. Needless to say, Queen . 
Victoria would have been seriously gistressed by a · 
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measure so alien to her conception of the true doctrines 
of the English Church. It was to her initiative, fruitless 
in the case of Gladstone but successful in that of Disracli, 
that was due the passing of the Public Worship Regulation 
Act, 1874, a measure which in fact proved quite unsuited 
for its alleged aim, the putting down of ritualism. 

The real power of the Crown is found in the right 
to . select the Archbishops, Bishops, Deans and in some 
cases canons. No doubt the Prime Minister was the 
official advise~ of the Crown, but plainly in a matter 
of this kind there was an opening for the Queen to have 
a say. Gladstone with due courtesy conceded to her 
the right to select without any competing nomination 
the Dean of Windsor, and she declined to accept 
Palmerston's view that she was not entitled to make 
enquiries from other sources regarding the qualifications 
of men he put forward. The appointment of Dr. 'fait 
as archbishop was carried against the objections of 
Disraeli, who failed to have a more acceptable candidate 
available, and in his son-in-law, Dr. Davidson, whom 
she appointed Dean of Windsor, securing later for 
him promotion to the bishoprics of Rochester and 
Winchester, she found a congenial adviser on whom she 
leaned for advice on church promotions. Nothing 
is more interesting than the skill with which he induced 
her to accept Lord Rosebery's nomination of Dr. 
Percival as Bishop of Hereford, despite the fact that 
he was in favour of Welsh disestablishment; had he 
favoured English disestablishment, his case would have 
been hopeless. That Dr. Liddon should become Bishop 
of Oxford she declared impossible, though Lord Salisbury 
succeeded in winning her assent to the offer of the see 
of St. Albans, which he declined. 

Neither her son-after I 906-nor grandson seems 
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to have been so interested in ecclesiastical patronage, 
but the right to intervene in such cases plainly exists. 
The Crown has also patronage of many livings ; to 
the more important of them the Prime Minister nominates 
for royal approval. 

Characteristically the Queen asserted the claim to 
be supreme head of the Church, with more accuracy 
than Disraeli, who relied on Mr. liardy, supposed, for 
though Elizabeth did not adopi: the style used by Henry 
VIII the title rests on sound ,."luthority, asserting not 
spiritual powers but freedom from Papal control or 
authority. Her assent to the disestablishment of the 
Irish Church, at first sight difficult to explain, was 
doubtless due to her general lack of interest in Ireland 
which most unhappily she could not be induced to 
visit, staying there only some five weeks in the sixty
three years of her reign compared to seven years in 
her beloved Scotland. To the Church of Scotland 
she recognised far more than the obligation of her oath 
on accession ; it was for her the real and true strong
hold of Protestantism, and she was absolutely firm 
in r894 in refusal to allow the insertion in her speech 
to Parliament of the proposal of the government to 
disestablish the Scottish Church which she was sworn 
to uphold or the Church in Wales. History was to secure 
that instead of being disestablished, the Scottish Church 
was to gain fresh life and strength by absorbing the 
dissidents and by acquiring the fullest autonomy in 
matters spiritual and temporal. The assent to the Church 
of Scotland Act, 192 r, vmuld as readily, we may be sure, 
have been given by Victoria as it was by her grandson, 
and possibly she might have been persuaded by Dr. 
Davidson to assent even to the severance of the Welsh 
Church. But it was doubtless fortunate that it fell to 
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George V to take a step which happily has worked for 
the prosperity of that church and the appeasement 
religious bitterness in Wales. 

In the Scottish Church, of course, the Crown has 
no authority. Queen Victoria in this case was erroneous 
in claiming to be head, and the slight authority of the 
civil government over the Church appears to have been 
wholly eliminated by the Act of 1921. 
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THE KING AND HIS SUBJECTS 

r . The Duties of the Crown 

THE relation of the Crown and ·the people was 
historically founded on a semi-feudal bond under 

whic~ the King as liege lord was bound to maintain 
and defend his people in return t~r service and obedience: 
The subject owes allegiance, the Cro;·n protection, 
the two being essentially correlative. l-Ienee allegiance 
has two aspects, for the resident alien owes local 
allegiance in return for the protection \vhich enables him 
to live peacefully in the realm, while the subject owes 
natural allegiance whether he be in the realm or outside. 
Even if his sovereign is at war with the British Crown a 
resident alien continues to owe allegiance ; he is guilty 
of treason even if the territory wherein he is is invaded. 
by the forces of his own country, should' he afford them 

· aid of any kind. It is, of course, in case of war open to 
thesovereign to withdraw his protection and to intern 
alien enemies as prisoners of war, as was done in many 
casts as a necessary precaution in the greRt war. 

To the subject the Crown owes the duties which are 
summed up in the coronation oath as SUJT!marised above. 
Virtually the Crown promises order and good govern
ment and the maintenance of the national church; 
Further the Crown is bound to extend its protection 
to all its subjects when beyond the -realm. - But the 
Crown alone can determine the character and extent 
of the protection to be furnished, and may mak~ its 
protection - col"lditional on _such .terms as it thinks fit. 
Thus the Crown no doubt has a gener\11 duty to protect 
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British trade, which is carried out in part by the activities 
of . th~ navy. But there is no obligation on it to furnish 
military guards for ships sailing in Chinese waters 
where pirates abound, at public cost, and if it does 
provide such guards it may charge for their services. 
The interests of British subjects abroad arc cared for 
in part by diplomatic officials, in part by consular officers, 
whose special obligation lies in the sphere of promoting 
business connections, while through the legations repre
sentations may. be madta to foreign governments in any 
case in which subjects arc treated illegally under inter
national law. In all cases, however, the extent to which 
claims may be pressed remains entirely with the Crown 
to decide, nor will the British courts attempt to interfere 
with the discretion of the Crown in the mode in which 
it distributes such compensation as it may be able by 
representations to a· foreign power to obtain in respect 
of wrongs imposed on British subjects, as for instance 
when Germany made payments in respect of the injuries 
inflicted by her acts of war on civilians and their property 
in the United Kingdom. 

In domestic matters the duty of the sovereign and 
his ministers to govern according to law is expressly 
laid down in the Act of Settlement, 170I, and recognised 
in the coronation oath. It is of fundamental importance, 
because on the rule of law thus expressed rest the liberties 
of the subject. Freedom of the person is assured, free
dom of discussion, the right of public meeting, the right 
of association, the right of property. Arbitrary action 
by the executive government, such as prevailed in 
Germany, Italy and Russia under their varied regimes, 
is totally distasteful to the spirit of English law; even 
in time of war it has not been thought proper to suspend 
for British subjects the security for the freedom of 
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pers6n which the Habeas Corpus Acts assure, and the 
House of Lords emphatically negatived the claimthat 
the Crown was not merely entitled to seize the property 
of the subject for the purpose of better prosecuting the . 
war, but also was entitled to refuse compensation for 
user at its discretion. 

2. Allegiance and Nationality 
Allegiance is due to the Crown from all natural

born British subjects whereve:re they re~de. Who are 
subjects is determined by legislation based on thecommon 
law, but extended by statute from time to time. · With 
negligible exceptions all persons born in British territory 
are British subjects, and by statute the status has been 
extended to the children, if born out of the Common~ 
wealth, of British fathers , if the latter were born on 
British territory or in any place in which the Crown 
exercises extra-territorial jurisdiction (e.g. Egypt or China), 
or were naturalised, or became British subjects through 
annexation of territory (as in the case of the Transvaal 
or Kenya), or were in the service of the Crown. In 
other cases British nationality may be retained by 
registration at a British consulate, accompanied at 
age 21 by a declaration of retention of such nationality. ~· 
Naturalisation is permitted, normally on the · strength 
of five years' residence in British territory or service of 
the Crown and intention to continue residence or service. 
Married women normally take the nationality oftheir 
husbands but there are exceptions ; in case of war the 
British born wife of an enemy alien may recover Bri.tish 
nationality. Moreover, since 1933 a British woman 
who marries an alien, e.g. a United States subject, 
and does not by the marriage obtain the nationality 
of her husband , dnes not as formerly under the British 
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Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, I9I4• become .an 
alien. . ~\ltther, if a British husband becomes naturalised 
in. a foreign country, his wife • may by declaration within 
twelve •111onths retai11 • her British .. natio11ality, and she 
does. notin any case lose it unless by her husba~d's 
naturalisation . she attains automatically. his foreign 
n.ationality. In the same way, if a foreign woman's. 
husband becomes .• naturalised as a British subject, she 
does not obtain British nationality unless within twelve 
months she makes appli&ation for it. 

Allegiance i; not now unalienable. . British subjects 
rnay become naturalised in.foreign countries whereupon 
they )ose their n.ationality ; if when born they are also 
nationals of • another c()untry they may at majority lay 
aside . t~eir · British nationality. But it is clear that 
during war a British subject cannot naturalise himself 
in a foreign·· enemy country so as to cease to be liable 
to the pe11alties of treason; . indeed in Mr. Lynch's case 
in the .. South African • War it was argued that the act 
ofnaturalisationwas itself• a treasonable act. Nor can 
any British subject • evade the obligation of service in 
war time .. by making a. declaration of alienage in a case 
in which he could thus. have acted in peace. 

Certain officers are required to take the oath of 
alleg-iance, .which mu;;t also .be taken by soldiers . and 
airrnen · on enlistment, and by clerical persons as a 
precedent to ordination ; members of Parliament who 
sit orV?te .without taking it may be fined. An affirmation 
is permissible in lieu for those who have no religious 
belief. or • whose ·belief precludes the taking of an . oath. 
But • the oath is immaterial to the duty of allegiance, 
which depends solely on the relationship between King 
and subject. 
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3· The Law of Treason 
The special relation between the subject and the 

Crown results in the protection of the latter by the law 
of treason. The offence was defined in 1352 in .order 
to limit the vagueness of the crime, -buf the definition 
then given was largely extended by the: judges; To. _ 
compass or _imagine the death ofthe l{ing had been 
made treason, and every rebellion was held to involve 
this compassing or imagining. To levy war against 
the King in his realm was treasQ,n, and this was extended 
to inducting riots for a public purpos~ accompanied 
by violence, as in the case of a riot to pull down Dissenters' 
meeting houses. It is treason to adhere tp the-Kin[:(s 
enemies in his realm or elsewhere or to give them aid or 
comfort, but the offence is not committed if the 
accused has acted under continuous compulsion. It 
is treason to seek to prevent the accession of the person 
entitled under statute, or to assert that any other person 
has a better claim. But no treason may be proved by 
the evidence of less than two witnesses. The penalty 
is death. The concealment of treason, misprision of 
treason, is rather less criminal, but involves imprisonment 
for life. 

By an Act of 1848 certain offences whi~h were formerly 
made treason by legal construction were made treason 
felony, the maximum punishment being penal servitude 
for life. These offences include attempts to depose 
the sovereign or to deprive him of part ·of his · dominions, 
and attempts_ to levy war so as to put constraint on the 
Crown or on the Houses of Parliament. Onder this 
statute were punished the efforts of the Fenian Brother
hood to blowup Scotland Yard and the Houses of Parlia-
ment in x88J. ___ Treason, it may be add-ed, is one of _ 
the few" offences which committed outside England can be 
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THE PROPERTY OF THE CROWN AND THE CIVIL UST 

I. Crown Property 

S JNCE the reign of George III the principle has 
been adopted that the Crown at the beginning of 

each reign surrenders, in retum for a fix;d grant known 
as the civil list, almost all the old hereditary revenues 
of the Crown. Those are the revenues which were 
not granted by annual taxation but belonged . definitely 
to each sovereign, unless he pleased to transfer them. 
They were of two kinds according to their legal origin,
prerogative or statutory. The statutory revenues were 
granted in compensation for the royal surrender of 
revenues which otherwise would have been levied under 
the prerogative. 'I'hus the cavalier Parliament of Charles 
II in r66o relieved landowners who constituted its 
membership of the burdensome incidents of military 
tenures at the cost of the general public by granting to 
the Crown in lieu a hereditary excise. on beer, ale and 
cider and certain wine licences; in 168 5 the post office 
revenues were settled on the Crown, part being diverted 
in 1787, and the Crown enjoyed revenues iqlpos"ecl. by __ 
statute on exports from certain West Indian islands 
at the rate of 4?!· per cent. At present of these revenues 
only the post office revenue is levied, and it is paid to 
the consolidated fund. But, like the prerogative revenues, 
the old statutory revenues remain ultimately the property 
of the Crown, and might revive if no composition could 
be made. To prevent inconvenience it is provided 
that the. surrender lasts for the life of the King and for 
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six months thereafter. During that period arrangements 
are made for the new settlement. 

Of the. hereditary revenues land provided a substantial 
share. The King is, as an inheritance from the feudal 
system, deemed to be the ultimate owner of all land 
in England or territories where English law applies. 
Hence, when Australia was occupied, it was at once 
held that the vacant lands of the country were royal 
property, and the same rule applies to Canada, New 
Zealand, etc. But the ~nal ownership of the King is 
of minor importance ; he holds also in beneficial owner
ship lands originally belonging to the Crown or acquired 
from time to time by forfeiture or other mear1s. The 
Crown also owns the foreshore, the land between high 
and low water mark, subject to the right of the public 
to use it for purposes of navigation and fishing, and any 
land formed by alluvion or left dry by diluvion. It is 
probable also that all land under the sea up to the three 
mile ·limit is the property of the Crown. The Crown 
further is the owner of all gold and silver mines, and by 
Act of 1934 of petroleum, but not since r688 of mines of 
base metals ; this prerogative was of fundamental import
ance in constituting the gold of Australia when discovered 
royal property. The value of the lands surrendered for 
life by George III were at his accession some £8g,ooo a 
year ; by careful management and through the gradual 
increase in land values, the total now realised is about 
£I,3oo,ooo, ~o that the arrangement is decidedly profitable 
tor the country. 

Other revenues include the right, now statutory under 
the Administration of Estates Act, 1925, to all the personal 
and real property of persons dying intestate, provided 
that there is no husband or wife or relative within the 
limits laid down by that Act. Formerly the Crown 

j) 
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took personal pt()pertyas bona yac{rnfiaL artd land by 
escheat . . It is entitled also to the· 'pcrsohaf.property 
of_ a dissolved corporation and to .things iri which uo 
one can clairri property. Wreck belongs to i tWhere 
there is no legitimate claimant, and it • is entitle<i t()' 
treasure trove, that is gold orsilvercoin', plate ot .bultion 
hidden in the earth or other secret place by some person 
with the intention of recovering . it. in due course, if 
that person is not known and cannot be discovered. 
If merely abandoned, then it b~longs tO the first comer. 
It is now, however, the practice of the "rr~asury to let 
finders who promptly report finds to the lOcal C()tonGr, · 

· whose business it is to hold an inquesttliereori, to retain 
such articles as are not desired by national instit\liioris; 
and for those to pay fair compensation. The Crown 
may also, by usage going back before Magna Charta, 
havean exclusive right of fishery in ac~eekor arrr1 of 
the sea .or in any part of a navigable river ; ~ it is also 
th¢owner of whales and sturgeon captured in territorial 
waters as opposed to the wide seas. ln Edward U's 
day a rash . whale which reached Greenwich was duly 
despatched by the Constable, and Elizabeth's costumes 
maqe "considerable demands for whalebone ; . . a.L the : 
beginning of George V's reign a sturgeon caught in • 
Cardigan Bay was duly offered to the King. The property 
in all white swans swimming in open arid common 
rivers belongs to the King, provided they are wild arid 
unmarked . 

. · The Crown also is entitled to the dues known as drqits 
. ofAdmiralty which were of importance during the great 

war, and to fines, recognisances, legalfees and forfeitur~s ; 
aaq . formerly it enjoyed certain yalu\lble .• privileges in 
respect of vacant bishoprics, the first-fruits arid tenths, 

1'hese have all been surrendered to the Ecd¢siastical , 
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'oowiJ}i~i()ners or to Q11een Anne~s Bounty tobe applied 
·. · str_ictly t9 purppses pf eccles1astical hnportance. · 

, _.>- -- -_-_: -; __ - ,-- -__ ,_ --- . - ,-;- ' 

<:} . i: ]be;R~~ndes .. /md Property 4 theKing .· . . • 
. · .. :su1ce· the surrende~ ~ade • by George Til and repeated . 

l:Jy each ofhis .• s~ccessor$, t,h~re has been a clear • distinCtion .. 
. :be~-.v~en t~e ·pu~lic revenue and . expenditure .of the 
Crpwn · ahdthej{ing~s own inco!lle and payments. But 
und¢i George JII th,e J{ing was ·still e,.pected to. 'meet 

. fr.om .·the ·. £8o~()OO .. a yur allowed, . the ~alarie.s .. ?f the.· 
· ci:v,i,L serYice , ~nd ·anibassadors and certain .. pensions, 
· Since the reign of :Victoria .the sovereign ,has not been . 
- c~ectcdto tb,eet 'any; part of expenses _of properly pub lie 
· Sll~I"acte~ p 4t,ofhis. own income. This income now · 

· .. :,·J:.o!isists· ofthrec eleir)ents:· the civil list granted inretuni 
.-, for'tKe. surrender of the hereditary revenues ; tl1e profits-

df . t~e Duchy of,. Cornwa:Il -and · the Duchy of Lancaster 
· ·.; ai\d of) he Pri~clpality of ~cotland ; and revenues trbm . 

·,. private·;pfo.pert)r. The revenues from .the two Duchies 
· · ',PrinCipality of Scotland are . of a ·. hereditary: 

~")"., ;- . ·~··:~ .. (.d~scemf \v'ith ~he .Crown ; but they haye ,beeiJ. ·· 
.· ... ya#qus reasons from the ·. operation of the 
' .. · . in C(msideration_oL the grarit of . 

· there is a Prince of Wales, the 
I?l!<:hy:of{3ornwall· arid of · Principality 

. .,,,v."u~<,L - H, ... · to him, ·but that does to the · 
the OTif'"l'cnt 
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tions regarding it. U nlike Crown property, it is not 
exernpt from rates, taxes or other burdens, and suits 
regarding it may be brought by or against specified c 

persons. 
The total of the civil list is modest: . GeorgeY was 

given only £47o,ooo, of which £rzs,8oo was appropriated 
for the royal staff and pensions, b93 1ooo for the main
tenance of .the royal household, £zo,ooo for . works, 
J)J,200 for royal bounty and alms, and £r ro,ooo for 
the King and Queen's privy f>ul'ses, wlth tlte balance 
unallocated. In the case of Edward VIII his possession 
of the revenues of the Duchy of CormYall and t he fact 
that he is unmarried render a less sum possible, though 
it is plainly the pleasure of the people that royal state 
shall duly be maintained. The Civil L ist Act of 1936, 
therefore, provides a total of £ 4IO,ooo, allocated as 
£uo,ooo for the privy pnrscs of the K ing and any 
consort, £r34,ooo for the royal staff and pensiom, 
;,!)52,8oo for the expenses of the household, and £13,200 
for royal bounty, alrns and special services. But the 
King intimated that he would treat £33,ooo of the privy 
purse grants and £7,ooo of the gran t for royal servants 
as reserved for a future Queen, and would apply the 
revenues of the Duchy of Cornwall, at present about · 
£Io4,ooo a year, to the payment of an extra annuity of 
£zs,ooo .to the Duke of York in view of the duties now 
falling on him as · heir presumptive, and as regards the 
balance in reduction of the sums . due ·under the Civil 
List. The State undertakes to bear the cost of main
taining buildings and the salaries. ·of . the 'I'reasurer, 
C9q1ptr>ller ·. and Vice-Chambedain . of the • . Household, 
tJwserthree offices alone now • changing with . t~.e. goyern
~~nt . .. ']?he net result pepdin9 .. the. E.irg's 1lll'II".fi<>g~ is 
tq .secure a s~vi.rlg . of£~s5.9.0o ll. ye~. • t~A~.,.~r~~~f~P.( 

; '.&~'/;·:.~;~:. ·~;.·· '·· . . ···•··••···•··.····.·.·• .. •.·i· •.• •.. ' 
0 

•••• , 
0 

• • ·<:;;;,.;,: :: .. ;;;~:1i~:1~~-i\~;.,;j~~.i~~[;g;t( 
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of- th~ entire sympq:thy betw~en King and people that 
George V mifde .amostgenerous sacrifice ofincorriein 

. the _ cr!si~-- of 19j1, arni.~ging his economies SO. as llOt)o 
fall, ?-ij)hc;: -~erribers of" his staff. ·· _ _ _ _ -_, _ -_ -

:The small pensions, upto £r,zoo a year, granted_to 
persons.-<di~tii1guished in science, literature or art, who 
l)':J:V~ : J}Ot .. rnade • profits. from . ___ their attainments • and · to 
· th~irrelati~es a.fter death, are awarded by the King on 
t~e , .a~vice of the Pri!lle Minister ; thev ate not charged 
'?b the royatci'l(illist hue are paid frorh the consolidated 
J~P-~·~- ·t houg-h they are. styled civil · Ii~t pensions, the 
·nameis ·a. -surv'ival.fromthetime when the King defrayed .· 
frtim 'l):i$ ciyil !istimportant :elements of public expendi~ 
ture· ofa civil nature; 
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THE KING AND TilE IlMPiim . 

1. The Colonial Empire _ _ _ _ .-

I T ~s the most essential . constitu~ional feature of the 
re1gn of George V that the rdatwns of the CroWil to -

the Empire outside the United Kingdom hf1VC been 
greatly altered. At his acces9ioh ..in iJ:lternationaL law 
there was but a single unit, the United 1\ingdom with 
its dependencies, among which ranked equally in theory 
with the lesser colonies the great · self-governing 
Dominions, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the 
Union of South Africa, and the less important · New
foundland. From the Peace Conference of I9I9 it 
ha.'l been clear that the Dominions and India have 
international personality. Similarly the Statute of 
·westminster , 1931, has in law emphasised the consti
tutional autonomy of each Dominion government, 
and the fact that British ministers cannot advise the 
King in regard to matters affecting internal . a£fairs. 
For the rest of the Empire, on the other hand, they 
still remain the effective advisers in the ulti~ate issue 
of the King, without limitation in the ease of international 
relations, and in internal affairs lirnitcd onlyto the extent 
to which in the case of Ceylon, Southern Rhodesia, 
and until 1933 Malta, a measure of respi>nsible 
government is conceded under .definite 'restrictions: 
Newfoundland's Dominion .status is, since I9J4• . ill: 
abeyance as the result of financial disasters, which induced 
the people to assent to the suspension of self-government 
penclil)g therehabilitation of their fin~mces. 

In the case of the colonia! Empire tpe King has. in 
102 
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general the same prerogative rights as in the United King
dom, and he can in respect thereof exercise certain rights 
which are now inapplicable in the United Kingdom. 
He can grant to any colony acquired by settlement a 
constitution on the British model with an elected chamber 
and a nominated upper house ; he can confer such a 
constitution or one with more limited character on 
any conquered or ceded colony, as in the case of 
Malta i~ 1921. He can annex territory as in the case 
of Kenya or S~uthern Rl!odesia. Appeals lie to the King 
in Council from all the colonies, and he can admit 
them on such terms as he deems fit. All persons born 
in these territories are British subjects, owing him 
allegiance precisely as in the United Kingdom. The 
administration and executive government of the 
colonies are under his supreme control, and, except in 
the cases of Ceylon and Southern Rhodesia, all matters 
of policy are decided by the Crown on the advice of 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

There are other territories which have not been 
annexed to the Crown but over which a protectorate 
of the Crown has been declared. Some of these 
are governed on colonial lines, either by themselves 
or, as in Nigeria and Kenya, in connection with adjacent 
colonies. In others, which are more exactly described 
as Protected States, the administration is c~rried on 
either independently in internal issues as in Sarawak 

· or British North Borneo, governed by Rajah Brooke 
and a chartered company respectively, or under full 
British control as in Zanzibar, the Malay States and, 
less completely, Tonga. In these territories the residents 
arc not British subjects, but outside their lands they 
are protected by the Crown as British protected persons. 
Further, under the Covenant of the League of ~ations 
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the . King controls as a mandatOry · Palestine; Tanganyika, 
and parts of TC>goland and the Cameroons. .. 

Again, in certain countries s·uch as China; '· Egypt, 
Morocco, Bahrein, Kuwait and Muskat the Crown 
by tieaty or usage possesses jurisdiction over British 
subjects and British protected persons, a term which 
includes the subjects of the Indian $tates,. for their 
territory is not British. . · 

It is only in the most important matters affecting 
these lands that royal interventi'f>r1 takes ~lace. Edward 
VII was naturally much interested in the decision to 
grant self-government in 1906 to the . Transvaal, and 
was not a little perturbed at the danger of a hasty 
withdrawal of the Chinese labourers introduc.ed to meet 
the shortage of native labour. Financiers interested 
in the mines pressed this danger on his notice, but 
the ministry were able to invent an ingenious coni
promise, which more or less satisfied the pledges they 
had given at the election regarding the ending of Chinese 
slavery, the burden of settling the time of removal 
being placed on the newly forrneJ government. In 
like manner George V was specially interested in the 
experiment of establishing a Jewish National Home 
in Palestine contemporaneously with promoting the 
development of self-governing institutions, the . two 
rather inconsistent tasks taken upon itself by the British 
government under the mandate in accordance, on the 
one hand, with the Covenant of the League of Nationsj 
and on the other with the Balfour declaration of war 
policy of November 2, 1917. 

2. The Indian Empire 
Far more important, however, has been the cons.ti~ 

tutional development of India as a result of the prormse . 
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given in August, 1917, · of the development of self
governing institutions leading up to responsible govern
ment. The legislation of 1919 and that of 1935 have 
been landmarks in a period of grave turmoil and unrest, 
and in these great constitutional decisions the authority 
of the King has been essentially engaged. The effect 
of the latter Act in particular is to hand over to the 
political leaders in India a large measure of the power 
hitherto exercised by the Secretary of State for India 
in Council with the ronl approval in all issues of funda
mental conce~n. The surrender of authority is 
significant sign of the King's readiness to extend self
government, but his position has been rendered especially 
delicate by the relation in which he stands to the Indian 
Princes. Their relations are with the King direct, 
and the rights of paramountcy fall to be exercised with 
his approbation. They have naturally been anxious 
that they should be assured that their position in this 
regard will not be affected under the new regime, and 
this demand has received due consideration from His 
Majesty and his ministers. The solution which permits 
the States to enter federation, but which in all non
federal matters maintains direct relations with the 
Crown, has pleased the States, and the decision has 
been formally marked by creating a distinct office of 
representative of the Crown in its relations to the Indian 
States, which, though held with that of Governor 
General, will be exercised by Lord Linlithgow in full 
independence. It was the definite attitude of Queen 
Victoria to favour the maintenance of the rights and 
prestige of the princes of India, a plan warmly favoured 
by Edward VII and George V, and with negligible 
exceptions the princes have reciprocated by unswerving 
respect and loyalty, and this personal relationship 

D* 
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forms .. one of •. tlw1nost yalu@ly· Jl1qtiy~$, fc>;thl! Pte~etxa-· .. 
tion of the connectioil between the United. Kingdont . 
and the Indian Empire, . The ·Pi·inces : are well awal£ -
that in the future there must be increasipg risk ofthe 
emergence of questio{lS between them. an9 -Brft.is.)).Jpqi";t ... 
which cannot he solved within the limits of the 
federation's authority, and the pers()nal relatigns wh,ich 
they enjoy with the King ensures thetn •that all decisisn[> 
as to the employment of paramount power will have 
to be explained to and receive a~proval . !Jythe King . •. 

3. The Dom£n£Dns 
The essential bond between the United Kin.gd(nn 

and the Dominions at the outset of George V's reign 
might still be deemed to he the supremacy over the 
Dominion.s of the Crown in Parliament. But by 1909 
the acute mind of Mr. Balfour saw that the real link of 
Empire was the person of the J{jng, not Par!i'a111entary 
sovereignty, and could assert positively that His Majesty 
could safely act 011 his own discretion in ·regard to the 
controversy between Lords and Commons since it was 
he who 1naintained the cohesion between the people of 
the United Kingdom and those of the Dominions. The 
passage of time has rendered the position n1ore and 
more above dispute. Nor has the result been' achiev~d 
by the mere negative process of the elimination of the 
authority of governmental institutions in ·the United 
Kingdom, whether ministers, Parliament or. the Pnvy -
Council, over matters of · Dominion government, · so 
that the Crown by a process of exhaustion is left as the 
sole link of Empire. The deep interest ... of George V . 
in the Erripire, many parts of which he !mew from 
personal experience, was • emphasised by the frequent 
vi~it~ of the Prince of Wales, who achieved the difficult 
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feat of attracting the respect and liking even of the 
Afrikaans-speaking elements of the population of the 
Union of South Africa. Loyalty, therefore, has been 
made a reality for very large numbers of the people 
of the Dominions, who can feel from personal experience 
the same sentiment of respect and affection which in 
the United Kingdom to-day affords the firm base 
which the institution of monarchy rests. 

But it would be idle to ignore the difficulties which 
must arise w~ere such. personal loyalty is lacking or 
imperfect, as it is in regard to the vast majority of the 
people of the Irish Free State and to a substantial minority 
at any rate of those of the Union of South Mrica. 
In the former case the present position is in part the 
nemesis of the failure of Queen Victoria and her son 
to spend a due portion of their time in Ireland ; that, 
we must admit, was an error of judgment and even a 
failure in duty which cannot be too much lamented, 
and its consequences cast a dark shadow over the life 
of George V. In the case of South Africa the root of 
republicanism the historical love of the Boer for 
freedom and resentment of British control on racial 
grounds. The existence of this feeling in both countries 
results in raising fundamental and most difficult questions 
regarding the extent and character of Imperial unity. 

+ The ·Unity of the Crown and the Right of Secession 
Prior to the union with Scotland in 1707 the Crowns 

· of the sovereigns of England and Scotland were distinct, 
though held by the same royal line under like conditions 
of descent. They were then merged in the single 
Crown of Great Britain. The Irish Crown, though 
recognised as a distinct title, was in a very different 
position. From the first it was indissolubly annexed 
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to the English Crown, arid, when the effort was made 
to assert that it was a distinct sovereignty on a f()oting 
of equality with England, the ·. contention was repressed 
by force of arms under the Commonwealth and by the 
legislation of the Dritish Parliament under George I. 
The threat of armed rebellion during the fatal warwith 
revolting colonies in North America secured in 1782-3 
the renunci ~•tion of British Parliamentary •. sovereignty 
over Ireland, but the freedom thus obtained was surren
dered by the venal and unrepres~ntativc Irish Parliament 
in r8oo, and the unity of the Crown ~f the United 
Kingdom was fully established. Quite different was 
the position •regarding Hanover ; the Elector, later 
King, was also King of the United Kingdom, but the 
two realms were held oil a different rule of descent, 
and' no effort was . made to merge the two kingdoms 
into one. Hence on the accession of Victoria the crowns 
were severed, since the accession of a female to the 
throne .of Hanover was prohibited. 

The unity of the British Crown remained unassailed 
from the recognition in 1782 ·J of the independence 
of the American colonies until the Irish ·rebellion of 
1916-21. The dose of that struggle was marked by 
the suggestion of ~vlr. de Valera as leader of the provisional 
government set up by the rebels that the solution of 
the struggle should take the form of the r ecognition 
of an Irish Republic which, however , in external affairs, 
might accept association with the British Crqwn, recog
nising the King as head of the. association, and even 
paying part of his civil list in token of the connection. 
The · project was rejected definitely by the British 
government, and by a small majority the r~presentatives 
chosen by the constituencies of southern Ireland ratified 
the treaty despite the objections of Mr. d~ Valera. It 
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is, .. however, noteworthy that the • constitution which 
was fram~d by the upholders of the treaty followed in 
esse~tials the plan of eliminating the Crown from the 
gover~p1entof the lrish Free State, and that it was only 
on strong representations from the British govemment 
that the authority of the Crown and of its representatives 
was duly provided .for in the Constitution of 1922. 

Apart from •· the • formal. duties of .. the • Governor •. · Gc11eral 
and the recognition of the Crown in • the Constitution, 
the Irish .• Free. State· G~ernmept ·proceeded .• to . eliminate 
alL mention. of . the Crown . from matters of· intemal 
~overnn1ent; .the Crown • disappeared from all •. concern 
with. the arrned forces, the civil service, "the judiciary ; 
the royaL.effigy was banished. from .coins and stamps 
alike. Theone resort made to the Crown was in external 
relations ; ministers •• in these issues • entered intO • direct 
relations with the King, and thus in practice accorded 
the. Cro\Vn much the same position as Mr. de Valera 
had proposed to recognise. 

The incentive to. the plan of accentuating the distinct 
cha.ract~r. of the • Crown in the Free State from the 
srown in Great Britain had been given by the eyents 
attending . the signature and ratification of the Treaty 
of. Versailles and by the creation of the League • of 
Nations . At the i~1stance of Sir Robert Borden, Prime 
Minister oLCanada, and of General Smuts representing 
the Union of • South Africa, the • treaty had • been couchecl 
i11aforlll different from the normal•; it was signed. by 
representatives • of • the Dominions as well as by • repre
sentatives of the British Empire in the name. of which 
it .\Vas .made. Moreover it was ratified .by the King on 
the advice .?f the Domi11ion governments as well as the 
British g-ovc::,rnment and after approval by the Dominion 
Parliaments as well as the British Parliament. In the 
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Le11,gue of Nations, while the British Empire figured 
as a member, separate representation On the .Assembly 
was accorded tothe Dominions, and it was even agreed 
that, while the British Empire would be entitled to. a 
permanent seat on the Le;:tgue Council, a Dominion 
would be eligible for election as a temporary member, 
a result achieved in 192.7 when Canada secured election, · 
.to be followed in 1930 by the Irish Free Strite and in 
1933 by the Commonwealth of Australia. ht practice 
naturally the British Empire. representatives on the 
Council and Assembly are selected by the United 
Kingdom. 

The distinotion of aspects of the Crown .. in the League 
wa.c; welcomed by the Free State which entered the . 
League in 1923. The principle was carried · further 
in 192.4 when the Free State secured the right to have 
a distinct diplomatic representative at Washington 
independent of the British Ambassador. The Imperial 
Conference .of 192.6 empha~iRcd the rule that each part 
of the Commonwealth had for international purposes 
a distinct personality. It encouraged the distinct 
representation of the Dominions in foreign countries ; 

_ it pronounced in favour of the doctrine that no Dominion 
could be bound by international treaty except by the 
action of its own representatives. lvloreover, ·while •it 
still enunciated the doctrine that in certain matters 
there must be combined action by all the members of 
the Commonwealth, it made no effort to define such 
·matters. While, therefore, it did not surrender wholly 
the idea that there remained a measure of unity, itleft 
that unity wholly vague, and stressed rather the essential 
equality of the parts of the Commonwealth, ' as in no 
way subordinate one toanother in any a~ect of their 

. domestic or external affairs, though united B'y a common 
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allegiance to the Crown and freely associated as members 
of the British Commonwealth of i\1 ations ' . This attitude 
reflected an essential compromise between the insistence 
of the Irish Free State and the Union of South Africa, 
since 1924 under a Nationalist regime, on complete 
autonomy, and the reluctance of the Commonwealth 
of Australia and New Zealand to surrender unity with 
the United Kingdom lest the change of relatiom; might 
weaken the obligations of the United Kingdom in regard 
to defence. • 

The decisio~s of 1926 have necessarily been conclusive 
for the development of Dominion autonomy. The 
Statute of Westminster, 1931 gave effect fo the doctrine 
then enunciated in its domestic aspect by providing 
the means by which in all issues of internal govern
ment the King is advised solely by the government of 
the part of the Commonwealth concerned, and his 
representative acts wholly independently of the interests 
of the British government. Contemporaneously the 
Irish Free State secured from the King acceptance of 
its claim that advice on external relations should be 
tendered to him direct, and not through the mediation 
of . the British government ; henceforth full powers to 
conclude treaties, instruments of ratification, and letters 
of credence for ministers to represent the Crown at 
foreign courts fell to be issued under the Irish seals 
and on the immediate advice of Irish ministers . The 
Union of South Mrica followed the same course, and 
made formal provision for like use of its seals by the 
Royal · Executive Functions and Seals Act, 1934- The 
matter, however, is here carried one step further, for 
the Governor General is actually empowered to act 
in lieu of th~ldng in such cases as the Union government 
thinks proper. Both the Free State and the Union 
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have established representation abroad 'on a wide basis. 
Needless to say, theother Dominio-ns may act.Iikewise 
if they so please. In practice they still are willing to . 
act through · the agency of the Brit ish government ,in less 
or greater degree. Canada has established legations 
at Washington, Paris and Tokio, but neither the Common
wealth nor New Zealand has so far cared to establish 
legation~ abroad, preferring to avoid any risk of weakening 
the closeness of their eo-operation .with the British 
government. • • 

How far, in these cit·cumstanccs, can it be -held that 
the unity of the Crown remains ? lt is held by General 
Hertzog that the effect of the Statute of Westminster, 
1931, reinforced by the Status of the Union Act, 1934, 
paRsed by the Union Parliament under the authority 
given by that British Act, is to establish the divisibility 
of the Crown. The king of the United Kingdom is 
juridically a distinct entity from the king of the Union 
of S(mth Africa ; the fact that the kingship in either 
country rests with Edward VIIi rests on the fact that 
the South Africa Act, 1909, as amended by the Status 
of the Union Act, 1934, provides for the rules of 
succession to the throne of the United KingdQm being 
adopted in the Union. It follows , therefore, that the 
relations between the Crown of the United Kingdom 
and that of the union are relations between two distiric't 
sovereignties ·which are governed by the principles 
of international law. It follows also that the Union 
cannot be involved in war by any power other than the 
Crown acting on the advice of Union ministers, so that 
it may remain neutral in a British war and be able to 
claim under international law respect fm: its neutrality. 
It follows also that in the absence of ;~,ny binding tie 
between the CrQwns and as a result of the freedom of 
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their !)$Socia~ion . in the . British Commm1wealth the 
Crown ,in i:he Union ruay be dissociated from the BJ:itish 
Cro~n ~ithcitlt thC breach of any principle q[lliw or 
1110t_~l_ ,: o~ligation . •. _·_·· It is on the basis of acquiescence 
in these ,view'~,- if notfopnal aCC((ptance, fhat the present 

.iuiipn , of parties has been effected in the Union and· 
in -~ie\\' especially of the . strong hostility shown by the 
goYerr~e~t to ·· the newly fonnded Dominion party 
W"hidl. ?Pl'JbSes these doctrines, it may ?e taken that • on 
t~e \Vhole they • appeal•as sound to the major part •• of 
Uni~n . politicians, .•. however little rea~on ·. they may see 

. for proposing to give effect to them at an early date, 
.- These doctr:ines, ·_. therefore, demand close consideration, 

- ·t:rri"d ' the --c_ase (or- such examination is . strengtheped by 
-the fact that ~ht<Y . are in effect shared hy the Irish Free 
State, ,-_ 'In- that case tl_J.e movement for republicanism 
pvre ' and simple sponsored by Mr. _de Valcta iR inform 
((yen, ni.qre hostile to . the unity of the Crown, . but the 
o!Jgositi~n in th~ State, whenin power, in effect 
e~tablisl_J.ed as its creed the . doctri11es of the divisibility 
of the Crown, the subjection of relations between the 

. Cro•.yns of the State. and .the United Kingdom to inter
~ational ·Jaw ; the · right of neutrality ; and the right 
of. s.ecession • by- unilateral action from the Common-

': ~e3iih. >'_ O~t the othethand these rights are not assertt:d 
hy the ot·ll~r - Dominions, . and the British government 
h~~ '::'refused _ to declare its acceptimce of the claims of 
either the Unioh or the Irish. Free State, though it 
bas_ refrained so Tar as possible from formal discussion 
of the chtims 1nade. 

(r} The Divisibility ofthe Crown 
Jtinay be admitted at once that the distinct character 

tJf the Crown in respect of each part of the Comm_on-
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wealth has been carriedtoJengt~s · \~hi~h ; l~aveit) hard 
to find any trac~ - of unity. But thd_mp:erlal _ Corl._f~t~nce 
of 1926 would not concede that the·-~ sepatation .ofaspects 
annihilated -unity outright. It insisted inst~ad !hat;in
certain ' matters the Commonwealth mu~t stilL acf as 
a whole, and it is therefore necessary to enquire hoW far 
this -proposition can be established. ___ Th? view of the 
British --_- govenlment can be gathered from its actions, 
and it must be admitted that it has accepted-. a very 
wide latitude of divergence. •The m~t remarkable 
instance .is the Locarno pact of 1925 ; _ under it the 
united l(ingdom accepted liabilities which might easily 
result in war, as the events of March 1936 were to show, 
and yet it consented to leave the Dominions free to 
undertake obligations under the pact at _ their discretion. 
Yet it must be remembered that the position was not 
so remarkable as it appeared. The pact did not 
contemplate that the Dominions would be exempt 
from . being placed in a position of · war if the. United 
Kingdom became involved; it merely confirmed the 
constitutionalposition then recognised that no Dominion 
could be required to do more in a Briti;;h war than 
to defend itself w1less it chose to intervene and len(\ 
active aid. Moreover, it must be remembered that 
the British action was taken with great reluctance as 
a ·matter of urgency, and that it was hoped, though 
vainly, that the Dominions, when the issues were fully 
explained, would see tJ1eir way to accept the obligations 
contemplated in the . pact. But in fact the Dominions, 
though they approved British policy, .showed complete 
unwillingness to share the burden, am:i in the crisis 
of 1936 they therefore remained unfettered by any 
obligation to assist France ot . Belgium, .. and General 
Smuts was at liberty with the ·detachment thence 
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resulting to counsel these powers to come to terms 
with Germany. 

The British government, which reluctantly had 
accepted the necessity of concluding the Locamo pact 
without Dominion co-operation, was most anxious 
not to repeat the experiment of isolated action. Hence, 
when Mr. Kellogg invited it to take part in the pact to 
renounce war a8 an instrument of national policy, the 
British reply insisted that the matter was one in which 
action would !lnly be JiOSsible if taken on behalf of all 
the members of the British Commonwealth. The United 
States accepted the suggestion, and the pact was finally 
in 1928 signed separately and ratified for each of the 
Dominions as well as the United Kingdom and India, 
which in this as in other matters of general foreign policy 
was treated on the analogy of the Dominions. In the 
same spirit the British government insisted in the case 
both of the Washington and the London treaties of rg:z:z 
and 1930 regarding limitation of naval armaments 
that the British Commonwealth should be treated as a 
unit in determining limitation of total tonnage, and 
the treaties were duly concluded and accepted with the 
co-operation· of Dominion representation. It is, how
ever, significant that, while the London treaty of 1936 
was negotiated with Dominion aid, the Irish Free State 
and the Union of South Africa withheld signature ; 
neither Dominion, it is true, contemplates naval con
struction, and therefore could claim that actual participa
tion in the treaty was idle. But the British government 
would much have preferred a continuation of co-operation, 
and in its accords of 1935-6 with Germany and the United 
States regarding the quantitative relations of the fleets 
it accepted the whole of the naval forces of the Common
wealth, including these two Dominions, as the unit 
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of comparison. It may be taken, therefore, that the 
British government favours the maintenance of the 
united action of the whole of . the Commonweillth in 
all vital issues of defence and foreign policy, although 
it recognises that it may be compelled on occasion, 
as in the case of the Locarno pact, to take isolated action. 
The matter, it must be remembered, is affected also by 
the attitude of foreign powers, which may well be 
willing to accept assurances of aid from the United 
Kingdom alone, but would not•agree to.a naval treaty 
which left the Dominions free from restrictions included 
imposed on the ·united Kingdom. 

(2) The Law governing Inter-Imperial Relations 
On the question of the character of the relations between 

the United Kingdom and the Dominions there is complete 
and outspoken divergence of view between the British 
government and those of the Irish Free State and the 
Union of South Africa. The latter, accepting the doctrine 
of the divisibility of the Crown, insist that between the 
British and .the Irish and Union Crowns the rules of 
international law prevail. The Free State points to the 
term " treaty " used of the accord of 1921 on which her 
status rests, and on admission to the League of Nations 
the Free State government insisted on registering with 
the League Secretariat in accordance with Article 18 of 
the League Covenant the treaty of 192r. The British 
government immediately protested, asserting that since 
its inception it had held that neither the Covenant of 
the League nor treaties concluded under it had application 
to the relations of the parts of the Empire inter se. The 
Free State repudiated the argument, and insisted in like 
manner in ·registering the treaty of 1925 amending the 
boundary and financi~l clauses of that of 1921, and 
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again the British government expressed its dissent. But 
atthclmperial Conference of rgz6 the British contention 
triumphed • for the . time. The Dominions, including 
the. Free·· State, · accepted the doctrine, asserted by legal 
experts at the. Arms Conference of 1925, that treaties 
Inust be. assu1ned not to apply to territories under the 
same sovereign, a doctrine which clearly was condemnatory 
of the Irish action in regard to itR treaties with the United 
Kingdom. Moreover practicaL effect was accorded by 
the Free State to the fiilding , for it did not register the 
further treaty ~f 1929. 

On the other hand the issue reappeared irt a modified 
form in .• regard to the jurisdiction of the Permanent 
Court. of .luternationaL Justice. The desirability of 
aeceptance .of .the • provisions •. of the statute of the Court 
providiug for the acceptance obligatorily of the authority 
of the Court in certain classes of disputes was accepted 
by>all parts of the Commonwealth, but a grave divergence 
o:f opinion was revealed when the nature of the disputes 
to be subjected to the control of the Court was discussed. 
The< Irish . Free State maintained that its relation to the 
United Kingdom was essentially such that it should 
be entitled to submit to the Court any disputes • between 
it andthe United Kingdom, while the latterdenied that 
art internatiohaJ tribunal was. a fit. body to decide issues 
between members of the Commonwealth. The Union 
g~vernment maintained an intermediate position ; it 
accepted the justice of the Irish contention, but declared 
that in its view • it • was preferable not to resort to such 
a court in disputes between parts ofthe Commonwealth. 
In aceepting, therefore, the jurisdiction of the Court 
in r929, each part of the Commonwealth other than the 
Free.State :xpressly exempted from those cases in which 
it accepted compulsory jurisdictiop, issues arising between 
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themselves, thus rendering • ineffective to thi~ exient 
the unconditional acceptance of jurisdiction in all disputes 
by the Free State. 

The question was shortly afterwards to be brought 
into active debate, for the repudiation by the govern
ment of Mr. de Valera, which took offic~ in 1932, of 
the obligation to pay over to the. United Kingdom 
the annuities, due by purchasers of Irish land under 
the legislation for the transfer of land to the peasantry, 
led to a vehement controversy. O:l'he Briti.sh government 
desired reference to an inter-imperial tribunal of the 
type suggested by the Imperial Conference of 1930, 
which had devoted some time to evolving a scheme 
for settling justiciable disputes between the parts of 
the Commonwealth. Even then the government of the 
Free State h;td refused to make reference to a tribunal 
compulsory, but it had not dissented from the view 
that any such tribunal should be composed of nationals 
of some part of the Commonwealth, two chosen by 
either party, with a fifth chosen by the other four. The 
Free State, however, now dissented, and demanded that, 
whatever tribunal were chosen, it should contain a 
foreign member. To this demand the British govern
ment demurred on grounds of principle, since it 
repudiated the idea of foreign intervention in an inter
imperial dispute, and a complete deadlock resulted, 
for neither side would. give way, and the tariff war 
which ensued was injurious to both sides, though 
naturally it pressed more heavily on the economically 
weaker unit. It must be noted that, while the British 
government denied the possibility of referring the issue 
to an international court, it responded to Mr. de Valera's 
argument, that the agreement, on the strength of which 
the British government claimed payment of the annuities, 
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had never been ratified, by the contention that under 
international law such accords did not require formal 
ratification, thus admitting that the principles of inter
national law could properly be invoked in interpreting 
inter-imperial accords, even if they should not be deter
mined by international tribunals. This measure of in
consistency can easily be explained by the consideration 
that under British constitutional law the agreement in 
question might well be held to be invalid for lack of 
express Parliamentary legislation to accord it effect. 

The attitudt! of the ·union towards the issue was 
revealed definitely in 1932, for ·it then decided that the 
Ottawa accords should be regarded as treaties and should 
not only be formally ratified, but should also be registered 
with the League Secretariat, and in like manner it 
registered its trade agreement with ~ urthem Rhodesia. 
The British ·government has, naturally, refrained from 
protest, but there is no reason to suppose that its view 
on the issue has changed in any respect. Both the 
United Kingdom and the Dominions other than the 
Free State and the Union when they accepted in 1931 
the Act of 1928 for the Pacific Settlement of Inter
national Disputes excepted from the operation of its 
terms inter-imperial controversies; the Irish Free 
State refused to make any exception, while the Union 
government evaded a decision by the plan of refraining 
from acceptance altogether. 

· · (3) The Right of Neutrality 
In the case of the claim for neutrality the protagonist 

has been the Union of South Africa, which has insisted 
on the issue, no doubt, because it affords the acid test 
of the contention that the Union Crown and the British 
are not fundamentally connected. If, it is argued, the 
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relations between the Crowns are similar to those between 
the Crowns of the United Kingdom and Hanover, 
then the Union must have an unfettered right to remain 
neutral in a British war. The mode of proclaiming 
such neutrality even against the personal wish of the 
King is available under the Royal Executive Functions 
and Seals Act, I934· Under its terms the Governor 
General would he bound on the advice of the ministry 
to issue a proclamation of neutrality, should his 
government so decide. • 

The practical question then arises whether such a 
declaration would be held under international law to 
entitle the Union to the treatment of a neutral by a power 
with which the British Crown was at war. Had the 
latter been forced to declare war in response to ·an 
Italian attack in retaliation for the enforcement of 
sanctions, could the Union successfully have demanded 
that a declaration of neutrality should ·be respected ? 
In fact, of course, the Italian government might readily 
have admitted neutrality, but the issue is whether it 
could be held bound so to act. A definite answer 
can be given to this question and it is in the negative. 
That arises from the fact that under an accord of 1921, 

when the British government withdrew its forces 
from the Union and handed over its valuable properties 
to he used for defence purposes, it secured acceptance 
by the Union of.the obligation to provide for the naval 
base at Simon's Town that measure of land defence 
which hitherto would have been afforded by the British 
garrison. Such an obligation is utterly inconsistent 
with the duties of a neutral ; the time is long past when 
a nation could render aid to a belligerent under a treaty 
concluded before the war, and plead that, so long as 
the aid supplied accorded with the treaty,. it could. not 
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be accused of unneutral action. In the event of war 
the • Union must • either repndiatc its. plain obligation 
to the United Kingdom on the strength of which the 
British garrison was withdrawn, Or be guilty of the 
unneutral conduct of affording armed aid to a belligerent. 
So long, therefore, as • the accord persists, the Union 
cannot • legally . claim the right of neutrality. . If the 
obligation . disappeared, the issue •••• would then • be .open 
to discussion, but with little probability of the achieve-. 
mentofaccorq between. the opinion of the Union and 
that of other parts of the Commonwealth, in which • as 
a rule there prevails the opinion of Mr. Hughes that 
when the British Crown is at war all the Dominions 
are involved. 

In. the Irish Free State the right to neuttaJity has 
been r-epeatedly demanded by Mr. de Valera, but he 
admits • that •. the defence facilities provided under . the 
treaty of 1921, and the right of the British government 
in the event of war to claim such further facilities as it 
thinks fit, preclude any chance of the Free State asserting 
effectively ilnder international law the right of neutrality. 
Hence his repeated offer, in return for the surrender of 
theserights by the British .Crown, to. give full· assurance 
that Irish territory shall never be used as a base for 
operatio11s against the United Kingdom. 

(4) The Right of SeceJ"sion 
right of secession is demanded equally by the 

Free State and the Union, but there is at present 
a vital · distinction in the character of their demands. 
Ir1.tbe. Free State the demand is made by l\lfr. de Valera 
with the definite intention if the right were to be accorded 
to exercise it. To him the creation of a republic is 
the vital test of true national freedom. ; without· the 
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form, the substance as it is now enjoyed by the people 
of the Free State is not enough. In the UnionGeneral 
Hertzog insists as energetically as ever on the existence 
of the right of secession, and he .can justly claim. that 
he induced both houses of Parliament to assert the right 
when they approved of the enactment by the British 
Parliament . of the Statute of Westminster. •. But. he 
disclaims wholeheartedly any ~lesire to exercise the 
right. Its recognition is sufficient to · afford him that 
sense of freedom which all J.loers ha.ve so eagerly 
desired. 

It is not easy to formulate any conclusive argument 
in favour of the right of secession. It does not follow 
from the divisibility of the Crown ; it may well be that, 
though the Crowns are distinct, yet there is no provision 
for the decision of any one part of the CommonW:ealth 
to separate itself from the rest. The I~nperial Con
ference of 1926, unquestionably asserted that the 
Dominions . and the United Kingdom were 'freely ' 
associated in the Commonwealth, but it · did not assert 
that . the association could be determined at the pleasure 
of any one part. Moreover the Imperial Conference 
of 1930 definitely adopted the doctrine that any change 
in the succession to the throne demanded the legislation 
alike of the-United Kingdom and the D()minions. There 
can hardly be a more formal enunciation of the doctrine 
that the Commonwealth possesses a unity which can be 
dissolve~ only by concurrent action, and \Vith the assent 
of all the Dominions the principle is enshrined ·in the 
preamble to the Statute of Westminster, 1931. Against 
so formal a declaration the view of the government 
and P;~.rliament of the Union cannot be held to possess 
much weight. 

Could .the Union .Parliament as a matter of law sever 
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the connection of the Crowns ? The Royal Executive 
Functions and Seals Act, 1934 provides the possibility 
for the. assent of the Governor General to a measure 
to effect this end ; the complete control over the Governor 
General, which has existed since 1930 when the right 
of appointment was assigned to the Dominion govern

when . the removal of the Irish Free 
General proved that the office was held 

Dominion ministry, would assure 
would not refuse assent to 

1919 and for many years 
denied the right • of any 

so to act. Nor since the 
Act· disappeared for the 

Union Act, 1934 could 
by the Crown. In the 

doubtless be bound to give 
and presumably it might be 

in the United Kingdom. In 
State action has been .so far 
refusal of the British govern

that unilateral secession 
followed by economic 

reply it is dear • t}lat the 
prepared to adn1it. the 
Nor is· this surprising, 

suggests that its 
by 
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(5) Dominion Nationality and Allegiance 
The republicans in the Union and the Fre~ State 

are responsible also for an attack on the unity of British 
nationality. Canada, as early as 1921, constituted a 
distinct Canadian nationality, primarily to avoid th~ 
doubt whether a Canadian might be eligible for election 
to the Permanent Court of International Justice in 
addition to a British judge, there being a bar on the 
election of persons of the same nationality. But Canada 
maintained unimpaired the existooce of Briti'!h nationality, 
so that Canadian nationality is in effect a sub-division 
of a wider whole. The Union went further in 1927 

and 1934 ; political rights are restricted to Union 
nationals, though still they are normally also British 
nationals, and the Nationalist party is pledged to the 
destruction of the system of double nationality which 
is alleged to prevent the merger of the English-speaking 
population in the Dutch. Nothing yet has been done 
to · effect this end by the government. On the other 
hand, .in 1935 the Free State legislated to destroy the 
quality of British nationality of all Irish citizens, as 
defined by the Constitution as amended by the Irish 
Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1935. The 
result is curious ; in the Free State Irish nationals are 
not British subjects, but outside the British legislation 
cannot be overridden by the Irish, and the Irish national 
has the fortunate privilege of claiming rights on either 
theory of his nationality ; he can ask the British 
Ambassador in Paris to aid him as a British subject, 
the Irish minister to succour an Irish compatriot. Where 
both governments have treaties '~ith a foreign country, 
he can appeal to the more advantageous. But best . 
of all, in the many lands where the Free. State has no 
representatives or consuls, the resources .of the British 
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diplomatic and consular service ate freely available. 
I-Iow long this will last, • cannot be said ; at present at 
least the Irish nation<~! is in the happy position of making 
the best of two worlds .save in those cases where his 
national ptide forbids recourse to British aid. 

Whether, however, · we talk of allegiance or not, 
the essential fact remains that the relation to the Crown 
of each territory still constitutes the one essential bond 
of union between the parts of the Empire. Without 
that bond, personified by the King, the maintenance 
of the Comm~nwealth might well prove hopeless, for 
the only alternative, • the construction of a formal con
nection··· by treaty,. would encounter the most serious 
difficulties. Butthe King now holds together the. several 
units, and it may well. prove that in the course of time 
it will be possible to· establish more definite ties between 
the members of the British Commonwealth than are 
supplied by .mere membership of the League of Nations, 
though that serves as a partial link. 
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